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RED CROSS SPENT $2,255 IN FIRE AID

Laurel On Call

That Sum, Plus Heavy Donations Made

Coast Guard Cutter Tows
Dragger To Gloucester
From Brown’s Banks

By Local People, Cared For the 17
Families Burned Out On Dec. 12

The Coast Guard cutter Laurel
answered a distress call Saturday
from the Gloucester dragger Estrel
la which was broken down near
Brown’s Banks about 140 miles from
Rockland.
The local cutter, Lt. George Tardif commanding, was to have taken
the craft in tow and then later
turn her over to the cutter Unimak
I
out of Boston for tow to Gloucester.
However, a call from a second ves
sel in distress came shortly after
the Laurel had turned over her tow
to the larger craft, a 300 foot ocean
weather vessel, and the Unimak
was dispatched on that call, turn
Lucille M. Libby
Lois M. Mitchell
ing the Estrella back to Tardlfs
I custody.
The Laurel returned to port at 2
a. m. today after having turned the
tow of the Estrella over to the
cutter General Greene out of
Lucille Libby, 18, Victim Of Brewer Woods Hole, Mass., for two to
Gloucester.
Grade Crossing Accident Saturday
The Estrella’s position at the time
___________________
| of distress call was given as 140
.
. . ,
,
I miles southeast of Rockland which
Two girls, graduates of Oamden, ed as head Injuries, plus severe ;
tp Coa£t Quard p,aced
High School last June were in lacerations and bruises.
her off Seal Island, N. S„ and near
Miss Libby’s body was moved to
volved in an auto-train crash in
. Brown's Bank.
a funeral home in the Bangor area j
Brewer Saturday evening Dead is and then to the Laite Funeral'

The emergency relief work done by \ mediate aid to a total of 17 families,
the National Red Cross, with the Thanks to her efforts and those of
co-operation of Knox County the «>™™nity all actual suffering
,
j
has been relieved.
Chapter, has come to an end and
. ..
. ,
,
Blodgett, as chairman of the
Mrs. Ruth Keithley, disaster relief Knox
chapter of the
expert from Alexandria, Va, has American Red Cross, takes this opreturned to her post there.
; portunity to thank all the residents
i Chairman H. P. Blodgett of the of the county who have come to
' local chapter has expressed himself the aid of their fellow citizens
as greatly pleased with the efficient either by actually working for or
and timely aid rendered to the with them, or by making donations
residents of the burned out build- of money, food, clothing, bedding
ings, located on Main, Myrtle and and other needed items.
Park Streets, who lost practically I He feels that Knox County cltiall of their belongings in the zens have received a wonderful
disastrous fire of Dec. 12.
demonstration of just what the
Mrs. Keithley disbursed a total Red Cross can and will do when
Photo by Cullen of $2255.87 of national funds for the need arises, and how the money
Scene of a crash about 5.15 p. m. Monday at the junction of Limerock street and Broadway which the purchase of food, clothing, j contributed by them at the annual
resulted in $600 damage to each of the vehicles pictured. The sedan was operated by Leon White of 247 furniture, etc., and rendered Im- membership drive, is used.
Maverick Street, Rockland and had been proceeding north on Broadway. The beach wagon was operated
by Dalton E. Brown of Lincoln and was proceeding west on Limerock. Police said this morning that Brown
will be arraigned In Municipal Court on charges of drunken driving and failing to observe a stop sign. Main street, near Pleasant, and
Korea Casualty
There were no personal injuries reported. The accident was investigated by Patrolmen Hilt and Thurston. short circuited the fire alarm wires,
putting a total of five alarm boxes
Newport.
out ol order. Service was restored
Property Sold
Fair Secretary
The appointment was made dur promptly and the sounding of the
ing a meeting of the board of alarm was merely a check on the
Lucille M. Libby, 18. daughter of Home at Camden.
Lemke At Warren
Northend Business Block Ivan Sherman Of Appleton trustees of Union Fair at the home effect of the repairs made.
Mr. and Mrs. Roger Libby of Lin
She was born in Oamden Oct.
Purchased By Kennedy
Named By the Union Fair of President Herbert Hawes in Chief of Police Thompson reports
Fa||s Man $ucceeds
colnville. In Maine General Hos 19. 1934 to Roger and Vera Wentthat because of the break in the
Crane, Jr., Recently
Trustees Sunday Night • Union Sunday evening
worth
Libby
of
Lincolnville.
wire, traffic at the interaection of
pital in Bangor with injuries which
Perkins At Warren High
Surviving are her parents and
The business property, located at
Ivan Sherman of Appleton, vice
South Main, Water and Pleasant
keep her name on the danger list
$1,200
Damage
a
brother.
Robert
A.
Libby
of
Lin

Edgar P Lemke of Lisbon Falls,
streets, was delayed for about an
564 to 572 Main street, has been president of the Knox Agricultural
ts Lois M. Mitchell, 18. daughter of j coinville Also, Mr. and Mrs. Leslie graduate of Ba tes College last June,
hour, Saturday noon.
sold by Dr. Irving P. Tuttle to Society which operates Union Pair,
Mr and Mrs. Kenneth D. Mitchell j Wentworth of Searsmont, her ma- has been eiected principal of WarPower Lines, Cut By Storm, Van Russell estimates it will cost
Kennedy Crane, Jr.
has been appointed secretary of the
ternal grandparents.
I ren Hjgh school. He will fill the
of Camden.
Shorted Out Fire Alarm approximately $1200 to put the five
The buildings and their occu group. He succeeds Mrs. Florence
Funeral services will be held from vacancy, created last month by the
The
Libby
girl
was
crushed
to
shorted
alarm
boxes
back
Into
Circuits and Boxes
pants are: No. 564, Chick’s Service; Calderwood of Union who resigned
working condition.
death when a car in which she was the Laite Funeral Home in Cam- reslgnatlon of Fred L. Perkins, Jr,
den Thursday at 2 p. m. with Rev. due
lu health.
The
frequent sounding of the fire
566, M. Ruth Page Dr. Irving P. 1 the position she held several years.
a passenger was in collision with Melvin Dorr, D.D
officiating
Lemke, who has been at568,
Brown
’
s
|
Mr.
Sherman
gave
up
a
career
in
alarm
Saturday,
giving
one
or
at
Tuttle, osteopath;
a locomotive of a freight train of Burlal will be in the Lincolnville tending the University of Maine,
Harmon & Nichols
Shoe Shop; and Ralph L. Thomp- the field of education which covered the most two blasts only each time,
the Maine Central Railroad en
upper cemetery
,;aa completed work there towards
son; 570, George H. Shute, barber; 19 years to return to hia farm in set many wondering.
route from Calais to Bangor. The
She was active in school affairs a mast€rs degree, and
begin
Prominent
Young
Attorneys
572, Uzzell studios.
j Appleton two years ago. He last
Fire Chief Van E. Russell lnaccident took place on an unpro at Oamden High, being a member his duties at Warren High School
Form Law Firm In
When
interviewed
by
The taught in Orono High School, being formed The Courier-Gazette that
tected grade crossing Just outside of the field hockey team, a mem- M ear]V this month as possible,
Courier-Gazette Crane stated that there for a period of six years, these were test blasts. At the
Brewer, on the Green Point Road. ber of Future Homemakers of | A graduate of Lisbon Falls High
Camden
he had no plans to make any Prior to going to Orono, he taught height of Saturday’s rainstorm a
Survivors of the accident include Amerlca and usher for several of 1
Of conslderabe local interest is
changes in the use of the buildings, in high schools at Houlton and high tension wire broke on South
Arland E. Ames, 17. of Bangor thc plays presented at the school
AubUrn. He is married and
the announcement in Camden this
whose father owned the vehicle. He during her time there.
>.■
j
h
as
a
fl
V€ year old son. The family
| week that Gilbert Harmon and
ls also hospitalized and on the
will
locate
In Warren.
! David A. Nichols have formed a
danger list. Eugene S. Potter, 18,
YOUR
FAVORITE
POEM
Merrill Flskc, on the teaching
partnership for the practice of la*
also
of
Bangor,
survived
the
crash
Pvt. William R. Hooper
OFFICIAL OPENING
If I had my life to live again, I staff at Warren High, will serve as
under the firm name of Harmon
but is hospitalized.
I1Hhv
________ _
vould have made a rule to
read acting principal. until the arrival
and Nichols.
Pvt. William R. Hooper, US.A.,
Miss Libby and Ames occupied some poetry and listen to some
, ...
'
Harmon has practiced law in son of Mr and Mrs. Forrest Hooper the front seat of the car while Miss music at least once a week.
The 01 Mr' L
Knox County since his admission of West Meadow Road, Rockland, Mitchell and Potter were in thc loss of these tastes is a loss of William Jameson
of Waldoboro
happiness.—Charles Darwin.
will do substitute teaching until
to the bar In 1935. A native of has been wounded., in action in rear seat.
Mr. Lemke takes over. Mr Jameson,
Machias, and a graduate of Bow- i Korea, according to word received
THE ROOM
According to accounts of the ac
(NEW LOCATION)
a graduate of the University of
doin College and Boston University j by his parents.
cldent, the car was proceeding at Small gambrel-roofed atop
Law School, he was a partner in
A member of Company G of the a moderate rate of speed under The house-soft-lighted by an old Maine, has taught in the Veterans
235 MAIN STREET —OPPOSITE PLEASANT STREET
i Seafarer’s lantern-here one may Farm Training program at Waldothe firm of Otis and Harmon until 23d Infantry Regiment, he entered mLstv ririvir.tr conditions
Ensign Otis’ death in IMS. He has service last May and went over
OUR SPECIALS FOR THE OPENING
Waldoboro High School.
been active in Camden town affairs seas in October.
the brakes of the car before the ,
fold:
Meanwhile, Mr. Perkins has the
and in both state and local YMCA
Tt is expected that he will be crash in which the car was Thlnk how those captains now long
QCflMB
WEDNESDAY, JANUARY 7
groups. He is a director of the hospitalized between three and four crumpled under front end of the prom
thig fmal, wlndow gUmpsed good wishes of his many friends in
Warren, for an early recovery of
Camden National Bank.
months as a result of wounds re diesel locomotive and pushed some
the grey
Nichols, a Lincolnville native, ceived on Dec. 19. He was award 50 feet down the railroad right of Cold ocean and Its storms or read his health.
OLEO,
lb. 24c
pk. 69c
POTATOES,
graduated from Bates College and ed the Purple Heart at the hospi way. and Into a ditch beside the Thetr charts and dreamed at close
— ••-•■••■ev.-.-.yyu.
of day
served in the Army Air Forces dur tal after being removed from the tracks.
lb.
6c
TURNIP (waxed),
PURE LARD,
lb. 16c
ITS
A DATE!
But
sudden
now
a
step
upon
the
ing World War H. After receiving front lines.
The impact came on the right
ea. 19c
beams—
CARROTS (plio-pkg.),
WIDE SELECTION OP
his professional education at the
Mall directed to Pvt. Forrest L. front door of the car at the spot A hail
AUCTION
—a voice that calls for me.
University of Michigan Law School, Hooper US 51157107. Oo. O, 23d where Miss Libby was sitting
lb. 23c
TOMATOES,
And where one moment since were
S. S. PIERCE CANNED GOODS
Evening
of Jan. 16
he was admitted to the bar both Inf. Regt. APO 248. San Francisco
only dreams
Miss Mitchell was removed from
lb. 10c
NEW GREEN CABBAGE,
WARREN LIONS CLUB
Now
enters
vibrant
life
—
reality.
S. S. PIERCE COFFEE,
reg. 95c lb.
in Maine and in Massachusetts. He will reach him.
the scene by an ambulance from
—Elizabeth- Oameron.
GRAPES,
2 lbs. 21c
has been an associate of Harmon's
Dow Air Force Base Reports have
HOME-MADE DONUTS AND
Central Maine Power Company it that the ambulance attendants
since 1949. Nichols is Chairman of
;\XXXXXXXXXX\\\\\\\\\XXXXXXXXXX\\\\\\XXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXV^i
HEAVY WESTERN STEER BEEF
the Junior Bar of Coastal Maine,I linemen are wearing Just about the Ioaded a blanketed figure to which g
BAKERY PRODUCTS DAILY
APPEARING NIGHTLY
jf
lb. 83c
sident of the Cam- niost colorful headgear seen locally they were directed by persons at
and is a past president
SIRLOIN STEAKS,
iciety.
'
‘
n
some
time.
Seems
that
the
safety
the
scene
and
proceeded
to
the
g
den
Historical
Society
ASST.
BULK
COOKIES
ARROW HEAD RANCH TRIO
J
lb. 59c
PORK CHOPS (center cut),
Both attorneys are Rotatians and ; conscious company has outfitted ■ base hospital under the impression g
lb. 49c
NARRAGANSETT
HOTEL
i
FRANKF0RTS,
FROZEN FRUITS AND VEGETABLES
both have
been prominently identi- !hem with safety helmets which that their patient was an Air Force g
fled with
the Camden-Rockport are painted a brilliant yellow. The member.
DAILY LUNCHEON SPECIAL
lb. 49c
MINCED HAM,
CIGARS, CIGARETTES, and TONICS
Chamber of Commerce, Harmon hard hats not only provide pro- j The ambulance was close to the ^XXXXXXXXXXXX\\\\\\\XXXXXXXXXX\\\V\\X\XXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXN^
lb. 59c
PRESSED HAM,
being a former president and tection from falling objects but 1 base before it was discovered that
ICE CREAM, asst, flavors,
pt, 35c
lb. 79c
PRE-COOKED HAM,
Nichols currently heading the mark the linemen for motorists the person on the stretcher was a
when they are working on roadside woman. After emergency treat
Chamber.
PAPER NAPKINS,
2 pkgs. 29c
lb. 39c
SMOKED SHOULDERS,
The new firm is taking over the projects.
ment at the base hospital, she was
MORSE TYDOL SERVICE STATION
5c
EXTRA PKG.,
lb. 49c
GROUND BEEF (lean),
Harmon law offices in the Knox
removed to the Eastern Maine
County Trust Building at Camden, stance Williams will continue In General Hospital.
“The Little Store — Of Quality Merchandise'
Taxi and Waiting Room
and Mrs. Doris Henderson, Miss the employ of the partnership.
Miss Mitchell’s Injuries are listHazel Witherspoon and Mrs. ConNEXT TO STRAND THEATRE

LINCOLNVILLE GIRL DIES IN CRASH

HATCH’S MARKET

CORNER MAIN and WINTER STREETS
Telephone 1482-W
Rockland, Maine

— NOTICE —
CARROLLS GARAGE
THOMASTON, MAINE

3-4

Will Be Operated by
Lawrence Carroll and Phil Edwards

LS S M

*

AU Day Saturdays and Sundays
Week Nights 5 P. M

B
$

to 9 P. M.

WILLIAM A. FARNSWORTH

CLOSED DAYS

V

LAUNCHES A NEW 1953
ll
FIREPROOF
GARAGE CO.
ROCKLAND, ME
2-4

ART MUSEUM
ROCKLAND. MAINE

II

THE THURSTON OIL COMPANY

ANNOUNCES

NOW OWNED BY WILLIAM HOPKINS

CLASSES IN

Wishes Its Customers, Old and New
A VERY HAPPY NEW YEAR

OILS, WATERCOLORS, PASTELS
AND CHARCOAL

We Are Still Ready To Serve You With
Your Heating Oil Requirements.

Directed by Flora G. Cullen

Our Day Phone Number Is Still 127

Tuesday Evenings from 7-10 O'clock

Night Service Call is Camden 2871 collect

Commencing January 13, 1953

Our Mailing Address is P. 0. Box 814

REGISTRATION AT THE

OUK OFFICE ADDRESS WILL BE THE SAME
UNTIL FURTHER NOTICE

FARNSWORTH MUSEUM, TIL. 1307
157-3
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[EDITORIAL]
THEY FACE A MAJOR RESPONSIBILITY
The time of testing is at hand for the new Legislature,
and the men and women chosen by the people of Maine to
represent them at Augusta face a profound responsibility.
In the face of the shocking developments of the past year we
on tlie Home Front expect and demand a fearless courage on
the part ot our senators and representatives to leave no stone
unturned to rebuild public trust in the government of the
State of Maine.
To the serious thinking citizens the recent liquor scandal
and the incredible miscarriage of just punishment offered
disgrace and shame. This finally turned to humiliation,
changing to anger that even a rumored chance obtains that a
"politics-as-usual" course could exist during the coming year
and the investigation be allowed to blow over.
The Research Committee did a brilliant Job as far os it
went, then faltered badly and left the handling of the hot
potato in the hands of Governor Cross and the incoming
Legislature. Their manipulation of the dynamite laden "Bird
Report" was a case in point.
Gov. Cross and the Legislature have a great opportunity
and much will depend on the courageous leadership of the
new chief executive in whom we have full faith. The way
of worthy leadership will be hard indeed, but every voter
in Knox County calls on the delegation to stand shoulder to
shoulder with Oovemor Cross and clean up the unsavory
mess that has besmirched the State of Maine, let the chips
fall where they may.

Thomaston In Overtime To Conquer

Wiscasset; CHS Girls Take 67th

(Hl IM>

The 1953 Rocket

Next Year’s Oldsmobiles
Will Surpass Even the
1952 Car
Oldsmoblle’s 1953 models with ex
citing new styling inside and out
and many mechanical improve
ments will go on display on Friday,
Jan. 9. at Fireproof Garage Com
pany, Winter street, Rockland, it
was announced today by Charles H.
Berry, president
of
Fireproof
Garage Corporation.
The new
Oldsmobiles will offer the ultimate
in automotive luxury, according to
Mr Berry, with their graceful body
lines and a wide choice of hand
some interior appointments.
A more powerful “Rocket’’ engine
with a higher compression ratio
will provide power for the 1953
Oldsmobiles. A new higher voltage
ignition system also wifi make even
greater performance at the com
mand of the Oldsmoblle owner.
Frigidaire car conditiwning, which
provides the comfort of refrigerated
air to cool the interior of the car.
is being offered on the 1963 Olds
moblle for the first time as optional
equipment. GM power steering
again will be available as an effortsaving accessory at extra cost, as
will the Autronic Eye. the amazing
automatic headlight dimmer which
was introduced ln 1952.
Oldsmobiles again will be pro
duced in three attractive lines—the
Classic "98". the Super ‘'88'' and
the Deluxe “88''.
Hydra-Matlc
Super Drive is optional equipment
on all three 1953 series

A REASONABLE NUMBER OF FLEAS
There is much of comfort and solid, down-to-earth
Yankee horse sense to be found in the old adages passed
down through the years—for instance "A reasonable number
of fleas is good for a dog.”
This could apply to the swarm of socialist planners and
pink savers-of-soeiety infesting our government for the past
two decades. We must not underestimate the itching capa
city of these starry-eyed boys and girls in Washington who
have been running the government and our private lives as
well. Good, industrious fleas are only rank amateurs in the
itch creating business compared to them.
But, as in the case of the dogi it is not all loss. We as a
nation are naturally progressive and forward looking. Things
might have continued on unchanged had it not 'been for the
rapid development in number and in radical ideas by these
pink-tinged fleas on the body politic.
They produced such an irritation among the gTeat rank
and file of average American citizens that instead of dying,
the Republican Party has been forced into a modernization
of thinking and action which crystallized in so violent a pro
test on Nov. 4 against the growing threat of unrAtnericanlsni
and flagrant Socialistic objectives that a man of action,
practical and completely American, is ln the White House
or will be shortly, backed up by a rejuvenated party.
These political fleas were largely responsible for the
miracle and it Is to be hoped that Eisenhower & Co. have

The persons who speaks volumes
usually ends up on the shelf.

ABUSE.OF FINE OLD HYMNS
A lively tempest in a teapot has been stirred up through
a passing remark made by the eminent playwright. Georve
Kaufman, until recently serving on a television program
planning panel. Shortly before Christmas Mr. Kaufman said
"Let’s make this one program on which no one sings "Silent
Night."
Letters protesting his remark as anti-religious, etc., etc .
came In to the number of several hundred and Mr. Kaufman
was relieved of his responsibilities on the panel.
A saner reaction started almost immediately, led by a
representative of the Council of Churches in America which
defended Mr. Kaufman, demanding to know why the religious
authorities were not questioned on their point of view and
agreeing with Mr. Kaufman that the fine old hymn had
been used to the point of abuse by dance bands, hill billy
singers and blatantly commercial record players until the
public on tlie streets and in the stores was surfeited ad
nauseam.
Tliere is small doubt that the commercial use of these
half dozen grand old hymns during the Yuletide season will
come to an end through the protests of patrons at tlie misuse
because the offenders unquestionably felt their use of the
hymns augmented the spirit of Christmas and was ln entire
good taste.
Most
laws seem reasonable
The last war was fought to end
enough until some silly cop tries war, and the next one in this atom
to enforce them against nice peo ic age may have that effect on civil
ple like us.
ization.

Gregory’s
REDUCES PRICES

The recently organized Silver
Bit Riding Club held a meeting
Friday at the home of Mr. and
Mrs. Philip Newbert., Ash Point.
By-laws were diseased and voted
on. Refreshments were served.
At present, the club has 20
members. Anyone interested in
Joining may obtain an application
by contacting the following per
sons: Helen Putansu. president, St.
George. telephone Tenant's Har

The alarm clock gets you up—
the rest Is up to. you.
It's only a beer Joint that can
kick Its customers out the front
door and still keep Its trade.
aXXXXX\X\XXXXXXXX\VXXXXXXXX\

LET'S GO

OH BOY!

TO THE AUCTION
WARREN LIONS CU B

Friday, January 16
XXXXXXNXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXA £

H. M. PAYSON

& CO.

Investment Bankers
Established 1854

Member Boston Stock Exchange
ON WEDNESDAYS
HOTEL KNOX. THOMASTON
ROGER B RAY

93 EXCHANGE STREET
PORTLAND. MAINE
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14 DAYS

SALE

Starts

CLEARANCE

SALE

FRIDAY, JANUARY 9

E. B. CROCKETT’S
LARGE COMPLETE STOCKS PRICED FOR JANUARY CLEARANCE
BOTH UPSTAIRS AND DOWN!!

PUDDING PANS

2 7c

RUBBING ALCOHOL

1 8c

(Isoprophyl Rubbing Alcohol)

JL,

PT

HEAVY OUTSIDE

DOORLINK MATS

ON ODD LOTS
double size

AND BROKEN SIZES

Group Formed Friday With
Helen Putansu President

CLEARANCE

WHITE ENAMELED

CAKE AND

BREAD BOXES

Am .39

>1.

/h-|
H 09

png
ENAMELED KETTLES O 7 C
4 QUART SIZE COVERED

HOT WATER BOTTLES 1
■• ;i*d w
Fully Guaranteed

PLASTIC COVERED

CHAIR CUSHIONS >1.^
4 PIECE HEAVY QUALITY

/ 7C

CANNISTER SETS

In keeping with our annual policy we announce Price
MEN'S

Reductions on all odd lots and broken sizes of Suits,
Topcoats, Storm Jackets and Coats and Shoes.

regular Gregory High Quality merchandise.

All of

Most lots

are small, so come early.
MEN'S FINE WORSTED

ATHLETIC SHORTS and
ATHLETIC SHIRTS

*1 fA„ <P1

PILLOW CASES

DISH WIPERS

MEN S FINE WOOL

SUITS and TOPCOATS
150
WERE 49.75
REDUCED TO—

*39!

Large Size and Excellent Quality
to 60.00

WERE 39.50 to 45.00

Others Are Now

WERE 25.00 to 35.00

$19.50

MEN'S JACKETS

$ 8.00

MEN’S LINF.D

With Warm Insulated Lining

$11.00

LEATHER JACKETS

$16.00

ZL 101
44r
M M ,
1 ( 8c
JL "

PATCHWORK PIECES Q<9c
*

Enough For a Large Quilt!

Prices on Other Suits—Now $29.50

Sizes 38 to 46

HEAVY VZHITE CANVAS

42 Inches Wide and Good Quality

SAVE $6.95 to $11.50

$20.00

MEN'S

STORM COATS

DRESS SHOES

$ 8.95

gjtVE $1.00 to $8.00

$11.95

10 to 18.
38 to 44.
SAVE $15.00

$30.00

BED SHEETS
DISK CLOTHSQ

BATH TOWELS Q fnr $1
Good Eig Size

JL

•

Large Size and Fine Quality

1/3

Upstairs

J
7

<h 77
JL • LsM

9

ALL

On Sale

off

. . REG. PRICE

9Cr

Regular 10c Quality

First Quality—One of the Best!

CORDUROY

77
JL • W V

Full Bed Size and Good Quality

BED BLANKETS

GARMENTS

LADIES' AND MEN'S

WORK GLOVES and
X1
BROWN JERSEY GLOVES vP ± V

DAINTY DOT NYLONSCk4c
ALL

SAVE $1.50 to $11.00

BOYS’ WARM

Drop lo flour fief
j.-der Led » rieav,
Uttr

Ge U XHdM
tttte
jnploncei

Dr^tc floor ie:
under da* » «n
4«ncr.

Go to

(Mt «r mAr
«• '» • ii««

MEN'S

JACKETS

$ 8.00

With Insulated Lining. Sizes 8 to 2(1

$11.00

GAVE $1.50 to $6.50

•M M WAMK

w we of ■infeM
Rury bee >o arms.

bor 57-2, or Philip Newbert Femsworth Btrildine, Rookland, tele
phone 739. The next meeting wil!
be held Feb. 6 at the same place

New Riding Club

CURTAINS
and DRAPES

\

R£G. pR,CE

1

CM Mw

Drop to fieir Mt

learned the profound lesson of last fall and will keep the
fleas down to a reasonable ntimber, lest the fleas kill the dog.

Editor and Publisher, JOHN M. RICHARDSON

Camden Gave Tigers First Half Scare;

Bv Bob Mayo
TJie Rockland High Tigers turned
back the Class M challenge of the
Camden Mustangs Friday night by
a score of 44-25 Camden stayed
even for a half but fell behind
badly after intermission when they
were able to score only seven points
Star of the game was tall Dave
Deshon who tallied 19 points, most
ly on overhead set shots from the
corners that nullified the tight
Oamden zone It was Rockland's
second seasonal win over the Mus
tangs whose record overall is now
3-4. The Tigers are 2-4.
Rockland stepped out to a 14-8
first period lead but Camden came
charging back, ln the second frame
to knot the count. Jack Goodridge
was counting from in underneath
and Tommy Manning on onehanders from the outside. The
Mustangs were beginning to get
their share of rebounds in the
second period also and the hearts of
Camden's fans beat high at inter
mission when the two teams left
the floor tied.
Halsy Murch got the first coun
ter in the third period, a foul shot,
but that was the last time Oam
den was in the game. The next
tight points were scored by Rock
land as Camden's attack faltered.
It was six minutes later that Good
ridge sank another foul shot, which
represented all the third period
Camden scoring.
Rockland coasted after that and
ran out the clock in the final ses
sion as the Mustangs were able to
count only five points
Other Rockland players who
looked good were Danny Flanagan
and Nate Copeland.
Tonight, the well regarded Ells
worth Eagles are at the Community
Building for their first Rockland
appearance
Score;
Rockland (44)—Johnson 1 (2), (
Alex (1), Kent (2), Levinthal, Cope
land 3 (2). Deshon 9 (1), Kennls
ton, Flanagan 3 f3).
Oamden .29 >—Goodridge 3 <3).
Davis (1). Manning 5, Babb. Rossi- (
ter (1), Murch (2). Giflin 3. Shaw
Thomaston Wins in Overtime
At Thomaston on the same night
the home saw a game-long lead
evaporate in the closing minutes as
the Wiscasset Redskins came on to
tie. The home team had It in over
time, however and won 61-57. Their
record for the year is now 4-2, the
best Thomaston mark in five years
Period scores were 20-13, 28-24.
44-40 and 55-55. Dick MacFarland
came on in the overtime, after sit
ting out the rest of the time with
an injury, and was a factor in the
win.
Thomaston Freshman Dave Stone
paced the winners with 16 while
Gordon Merry of the Redskins had
game high of 25. followed by Bob
Hersom at 22.
Superiority in foul shooting 21-13.
was a big factor in the Thomaston
win which boosted them Into a tie
with Lincoln Academy and Camden
lor second place ln the Knox-Unoln loop.
Score:
Thomaston (61)—D. Stone 7 (2),
Sawyer 3 (74, Fjtnam (3), Gordon
3 (6), Moody 3 (3). A. Stone. Mac
Farland. Jamieson 4
Wiscasset (57)—Merry 11 (3),
Sprowl. Curtis. Hersom 6 (6i, Main
3 (4), Blagdon, Huber.
K-L Standings
W
L
Boothbay Harbor
4
0
Lincoln Academy
2
2
Thomasto:.
2
2
Oamden
2
2
Wiscasset
1
3
Waldoboro
1
3
67 Straight For CHS Girls
In the girl's action the Crimson
Tide of Camden used every player
on the squad ln an easy 59-38 romp
over Rockland for their 67th
straight game without a loss. Thom
aston bounced back to take Wis
casset 57-36.

Tuesday-Thursday-Saturday

$16.00

SKI BOOTS

$10.95

SAVE $4.00 to $6.00

$15.00

Fine Quality and Nice Patterns

DRESSES

NO GOODS CHARGED

«

PERCALES

ALL SALES GASH

,11'U0

Children & Young MissSises 2-14

HOUSE DRESSES

Q7

KJ 9

i« (Hmstotce

top *4 tax Soy
'Me »imj$

Clint ' Ute
bkcc
JaadL.
«s «
*

smAk.

,!M1

awf

1BATHROOM SETS
cIhenille

Rug, Matching Seat Cover

Q-i rc
</ f

Q4
JL c

1INFANTS’SWEATERS Q7rc
/
J

$1 fl7
JL •

KAYON STREE ■rfrocks >37

9J

Take Your Pick of Better Dreeset^jF

Uoc tc pojflC or
«kw tor cover Bury
'see m *m$.

c

dl Wool, Zipper Fronts

9J

$2

Real Buy At

COME EARLY FOR THE BEST!

T uesday-Thursday-Saturday
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Lester Moore of Washington re
ported the lose of one ram and at
least one, if not two sheep, from
the flock he keeps in a fenced-ln
area underneath his bam, about
one mile from his home. State
Trooper Harold Mitchell and
Sheriff Mwa^wig^

During Saturday noon’s terrific
Canton To Install
rainstorm two vehicles collided at
,
the intersection of Park and Broad
_|
Lee Mitchell, Vivian Whittier
streets. A ’48 Olds, driven by
Everett Wooster. RFD 1, Rockland,
To Head IOOF Bodies
, The annual Girl Scout meeting
was In collision with a Chevrolet
Coming Events
for Council members leaders and
Major
Albert E. MacPhall will in
’42 light truck, driven by Samuel
* **“ -“.“I’
stall the new officers of Canton
Shapiro,
85
Llmerock
street.
are solicited for this calendar. All January 8. at 8 in the Scout Room.
Lafayette Wednesday evening at
are free and space here canno, be There will be a program and re Washington searched the area Police believe tliat heavy rain and
Sunday, without results.
purchased.
Strictly commercial
steamed up windows restricted the
the Odd Fellows Hall.
freshments.
i.vision of the drivers. Damage to
affairs, sales, suppers, dances, can
New officers of the body are;
not be accepted. The decision of
Mr. and Mrs. Clinton Reed of1 the Oldsmobile is estimated to
the editor is final.]
The Veterans of Foreign Wars
Captain Lee Mitchell, Lieutenant
Bristol,
enroute
to
Rockland
Satamount
to
$200.
while
the
Chevrolet
Jan 6—Rebekahs meet 7 30 at Odd will hold a meeting Wednesday at
John Cunningham, Ensign Almond
Fellows Hall.
7.30 p. m. Commander Herbert Hill- urday morning, were in an accident , truck received $25 worth of damJan. 7—Lafayette Auxiliary No 18, gro'-e and his staff will conduct on U. S. 1 in Nobleboro in which ages.
Pierpont and Milton Rollins, Sr.,
installation 8 p. m.. Odd Fellows
their car, a 1949 Buick, was de-------clerk, and A. E. MacPhall, account
their
first
meeting
since
election
Hal,.
molished. The couple were on their
Maurice Wellman, 65, West Mea
ant.
Jan. 9—Methebesec Club will meet and installation recently.
___
way to Rockland, where the hus- dow Road, Thomaston, suffered an
Also to be installed are officers of
at the Farnsworth Museum at
Membershlp in Winslow-Hol- '»and “ employed as a watch re- ill turn on Main street at the junc
2.30 p. m.
the Auxiliary of the Canton who
Jan. 23--Finnish-American Jam brook-Merritt Post American Le- Pa'r man *>>’ Days Jewelers when tion of Spring about 1 p. m. Monday
will be headed by Mrs. Vivian Whit
boree in Community Building.
and was removed by ambulance to
gion
promises
to
be
the
largest
ever
I
tile
skidded
and
overturned.
tier as president.
Jan. 23—Methebesec Club will meet
were treated for bruises and Knox Hospital.
Other elected and appointed offi
with Mrs. Alex Vardavoulls, 64 with the state convention scheduled
-------Masonic St.. at 2.30 p m. Guest i for next June. The post has now lacerations at Miles Memorial !
cers will be: Vice President Maude
The former Perry's Market store
-V3''' .. .. .
.
,,,
signed up 381 members for the new Hospital in Damariscotta and re
Cunningham of Union, Past Presi
Feb. 6—-Methebesec Club will meet
„ , ,
space
at the junction of Main and j
leased
to
their
home.
dent Clara Leach of Warren. Secre
at 2.30 p. m. with Mrs Charles | >*«■ Ooal for the year is 49, memLimerock streets is being remodeled
tary Addie Brown of Rockland and
Whitmore, 294 Broadway.
j bers which it is expected will be exGeorge Gray, rural maii carrier for use of Lloyd’s Pharmacy with
Fet 20- Methebesec Club will: ceeded as convention time nears,
Treasurer Constance MacPhall of
meet at Farnsworth Museum at I
_____
on Warren’s RFD 2 for the past 30 the new store expected to be ready
Owl’s Head.
230 p. m.
J Roy Mank and Arthur Oonnolly years retired officially on Jan. 1. by Feb. 1. A show window on the
Also, Chaplain Ruth Rogers of
March 3—Community Concert at I r ’ ,
„ „
,
...
side of the ______
building._
Carr.den Opera House, Carol
Winslow-Holbrook-Merritt Post He was the second carrier to serve Llmerock street______
Rockland. Officer of the Day, Harry
American Legion have become ellgi- the route since its establishment in long boarded up, has been reopened
Glenn, violinist, guest artist.
Cunningham of Union; Officer of
April 30—Community Concert at' uie for national Legion awards in 1906. the other being Alex Batchel- i by the new tenants.
the Guard, Nester Brown of Rock
Community Building. De Paur1 membership activities. Both have der who served 16 years.
;
-------land; Sentinel, Lee Mitchell of
Infantry Chorus.
-------j The city purchasing agent has |
Rockland and Color Ouard, Hazel
June 19-20-21 — American let'em signed up 25 members for the year
TV enthusiasts are watching the ; asked for bids for a new coal stoker I
and are still adding to their totals.
Convention in Rockland.
Rollins of Rockland. .
July 31-Aug. 1-2—Maine Seafoods
construction of Bangors WABI-TV for installation in the heating sysPhoto by Cullen
Festival, Rockland.
The Rockland Hearing Club will station with interest. Information tern of the municipal building on :
New officers of Kiwanis and the installing officer at the Thorndike Hotel Monday evening. LieutenThe Jessie Aylward Hat Shop
coming from Bangor has it that the i Spring street.
i ant Governor Anderson, second from right, presents the president’s gavel to President James Pease. At the Clearance sale on all hats; 375
Arnold McKenney who heads meet with Mrs. Freeman Brown, 5
lefl are Second Vice President P. Willard Pease and First Vice President Frederick Newcombe. At the right
-------Main Street. Over the Paramount
the shop program of the schools of Beech St.. Thursday afternoon at station will be on the air within a I
is Secretary-Treasurer Arthur Lamb who entered his 10th year in office.
2.30.
'All
are
welcome
few
weeks.
It
is
believed
that
re;
Firemen
answered
a
call
for
a
Restaurant.
3-11
the city Brought a thoroughly in
James Pease, head of the lob- was presented a 16-year attendance
ceptlon in this section will be j grass fire in the rear of property
teresting program to the Rockland
Rev. and Mrs. Oakly Woodard of superior to that of programs origin- owned by Mrs. Elizabeth Benner at ster wholesale firm of Rackliff & Pin- Chhers receiving the awards
Rotary Club Friday when he told the Church of The Nazarene In
were: Arthur Lamb 12 years;
the story of his work. A mechanic Rockland were severly shaken up ating in Boston, It being roughly I 344 Broadway Monday afternoon, Wltham. was Installed as president
ANNOUNCING
Stuart Burgess, six years; James
one-third
the
distance
from
RockI
No
damaged
was
reported,
of th© Rockland Kiwanis Club
by trade and a sound teacher by in an auto acldent near the Wash
Pease, one year and Osgood Gil
land
of
the
Boston
stations.
-------Monday evening. The Installing
nature he blends them In operating ington-Union town line on Route
BAYSIDE OIL COMPANY
-------i Mrs. Mary Garrett of Rockland officer was Ninth Kiwanis District bert, five years.
his department, which he fits to 17 Saturday morning. Their car is
The
club
bell,
which
went
through
'
There
will
be
a
meeting
of
the
I
has
been
made
chairman
of
the
Lieutenant Governor Harry An
the industrial needs of the com reported to have skidded on ice
51 NEW COUNTY ROAD - ROCKLAND
Auxiliary to the Sons of Union Vet- ! 1953 Heart Campaign which will derson of Pittsfield. Past President the Hotel Rockland fire, was back
munity. A majority of his pupills and to have been badly damaged
erans Wednesday night at 730. Im- i run through the month of Febru- Stuart Burgess of the Rockland again as good as new, thanks to
TELEPHONE 1650
arc getting their terminal educa In the crash.
portant business.
: ary. The State goal is $80,000.
club presented the offlcers-elect for the shop classes of Rockland High
tion and must be fitted for a niche
School. The students had buffed I
installation.
in life. To that end he makes
BORN
NOW OPEN FOR BUSINESS
The Morse Taxi Service has
one year ago: Discrepancies in
Serving with President Pease for the bell and welded it togethef and |
careful surveys of the busines'es
Blackman—At Knox Hospital, taken over the Tydol service sta- | the town books of Camden were
the coming year will be First Vice repainted the club insignia to re
and tailors his product to that Jan. 2, to Mr. and Mrs. Irving
Agent: American Oil Co.
tion next north of Strand Theatre. : being checked.—Sheriff Pease an- President. Frederick Newcombe; store it to its original appearance |
end. building trades, mechanics, i Bob» Blackman, a son—Robert
corner of Main and Winter streets . nounced his candidacy for re-elec- second vice president. P. Willard
Irving.
etc. as the need exists. He Is also
Boland—At Knox Hospital. Jan. and will operate it as the Morse tion.—A Camden bus was struck
Distributors For All Amoco Products
Pease and secretary-treasurer, Ar
prepared to meet the demands of 3. to Mr. and Mrs. Walter Boland,
Tydol Service Station, Taxi and near Witham’s Lobster Pound by a thur Lamb.
Lamb started his
any new Industry’ if and when it a son —Craig Walter.
CLAYT BITLER
WALTER BARSTOW. President-Manager
(Hidden—At Knox Hospital. Jan waiting room. The telephone U hit-and-run truck.—City streets tenth term in office in the Rockland
locates here and has been success
were very icy with numerous minor club and is a past lieutenant gov
4. to Mr. and Mrs. Richard Glidden 1482-W.
Wants
to
See
YOU
About
ful also in the adult vocational of Thomaston, a son.
Wes Knight. Clerk
collisions. —Mr. and Mrs. Forest R ernor of the Ninth Kiwanis Dis
training field.
Beckett—At Knox Hospital, Jan.
TELEVISION
The Hatch Market will hold its Davis of Port Clyde celebrated their
John
Munsey,
Driver-Salesman
trict.
4. to Mr. and Mrs. Lloyd Beckett opening sale tomorrow morning
1-3
157-tf
golden
wedding
anniversary^—
of
Thomaston,
a
son.
Osgood
Gilbert,
immediate
past
Reservations for the talk by
Fifleld—At Knox Hospital, Jan. with some meat and grocery' bar There were six announced candl- president, joined the club’s board
Major General Frank E. Lowe and 3. to Mr and Mrs. George Ftfield gains you will never forget. Quality | dad?s fOr county Commission vaof directors for a one-year term
the buffet supper to follow at the a son—'Richard Arnold.
at bargain prices. The new Hatch cancles—Sarah Goldberg died at
Also named as directors were Carl
Joyce—At Knox Hospital. Jan. 4. Market is at 235 Main St., foot of
Thorndike Hotel Friday evening
the age of 62.
Stilphen. Casper Clrlavino and
may be made by calling the hotel to Mr. and Mrs. Martin Joyce of Pleasant. The original Hatch Mar
North Haven, a son.
George Brackett.
or the Rockland Chamber of Com
Tabbutt—At Knox Hospital. Jan. ket was destroyed in the big fire
A meeting of the South End PTA
One hundred percent attendance
merce. General Lowe will speak on 5, to Mr. and Mrs. Russell Tabbutt of Dec. 12.
board of directors has been called
pins were awarded to George
of Thomaston, a daughter.
the Korean situation.
for
7.30
p.
m..
Wednesday
by
the
Young—At Camden, Jan. 4, to
Brackett and Dr. Lloyd Richardson,
OF «.THANKS
aCARD
u . .u
,,
i president, Mrs. Phyllis Anderson, both with 17 years’ membership
Mr and Mrs. Orville Young, a
We wish to thank all our friends i H
o .-i
The Diligent Dames of the Con daughter.
and neighbors for the many kind- lo be held at the 8outh School without missing a meeting. Pearl
gregational Church will meet in
nesses shown to us during our re- ' The PTA will meet Jan. 12. at 8
MARRIED
Studley. a member for 17 years,
the vestry Thursday at 2.30. Miss
cent bereavement.
I p. m.. and have for program a
Shuman-Bowman
—
At
Rockland.
Charlotte Buffum and Mrs Vlro
Mr. and Mrs. Vernon Kenney and
j dlscussi(>n with pupils and
STARTS TODAY
Jan. 3. Freeland James Shuman of family. Mr. and Mrs. Glen Miles.
.s.™ uin 1
Wheaton hostesses.
LOUDVILLE
Waldoboro and Miss Patricia Ar Mr. and Mrs. Oeorge Turner and I parents participating, there
lene Bowman of Washington—by family, Mr. and Mrs. Jesse Allard also be several musical numbers j Mr. and Mrs. Albert Batchelder
The unveiling ceremony in honor Rev J. Charles MacDonald.
and family. Mr. and Mrs. LouisI presented by pupils. The annual and children Linda and David of
of the late Arthur J. Nelson took
Simmons and family, Mr. and Mrs.
card party will be held Lexington. Mass., are at their sum
DIED
Ernest Wentworth and family.
place on Sunday. Jan. 4 at 2 p. m.
later
in
the month with Mrs. Bev mer home here for a few days.
With Plenty of Cold Weather Ahead You’ll Want to Act Fast On This Oppor
3-11
Lord—A| Rockland, Jan 4. Eva
at Mt. Sinai Cemetery. Portland.
erly Boothby and Mrs Virginia
Mr. and Mrs. Kenneth Gifford
R. Lord, age 63 years. Funeral
tunity.
Tweeds. Cheviots and Gabardines to Choose From—Priced at Savings
A large group of friends who knew services Thursday, 1 p. m. from Da
CARD OF THANKS
Kunesh as co-chairmen.
and children Patricia. Alice and
For
You.
Mr. Nelson showed their respect.' vis Funeral Home, 558 Main St.
We wish to thank the members
Gerald spent New Year's Day with
and later went to the home of Mrs Interment in Oak Grove Cemetery. of Penobscot View Grange, espe
The Rockland Junior Chamber of the William Halls at Round Porttl
TOPCOATS
OVERCOATS
cially
Carroll
and
Berla
Wixson
.
Bath.
Nelson.
Tire Cecil Priors entertained as
Carr—At Thomarton, Jan. 6, Mis.- and all those who assisted for1 Commerce met Monday night ai
Values to 59.50
<,44
Qg
Values to 55.00
$39 93
Helen L. Carr, age 76 years. Fu making our anniversary such a the city building. Donald Calder- dinner guests on "New Year’s” Mr.
• Red Crocs Shoe Sale this week neral Thursday at 10 a. m. from St wonderful success, and also our wood, the president, appointed Roband Mrs. Albert Batchelder and
Values to 49.50
$34 98 Values to 40 00
only at the Quality Shoe Shop.
$29.98
John’s Episcopal Church with Rev. good friends for the many gifts and ert Anderson as state director, rechildren Linda and David. Mr and
cards,
especially
the
Grange,
An

E.
O
Kenyon
officiating.
Burial
3-4
Auxiliary.
Ruth
Mayhew
!
placing
Toivo
Suoniela
who
is
en,
Mrs
A
p
Garland.
Mr.
and
Mrs.
will be in the Village Cemetery. derson
Special Lot
may call at the residence Tent and the Educational Club and i tering a new position in Portland Heber Poland and Lettie Prior
Special introductory offer on Friends
from 7 to 9 Wednesday evening.
those who took part in the pro- ; The IM.xt meeting of the Jaycees ( The sewing circle met with Mrs.
Broken Sizes at
US. News and World Report, 26
Whitney—At Rockland. Jan. 2, gram.
will be at the city building or. Helen Poland on Friday afternoon.
Mr and Mrs Karl Packard
EXTRA SPECIAL BARGAIN PRICES
weeks $2 67: good till July 1. Subs Charles H. Whitney of East War
Lettie Prior was a guest of the
3-lt i Jan. 19
Values to 35.00
to all other magazines taken, with ren, aged 71 yrs., 6 mos.. 20 days.
$24.98
Funeral services were held Monday.
Sherbon Carters at Round Pond
appreciation. Prompt and courte Jan. 5 at Simmons Funeral Home.
IN MEMORIAM
The Coast Guard ice breaker last Friday.
ous service. Call or write Sher- Warren. Burial was made at Mt.
In memory of my rather Walter 1
.
«... 1™ hreakE. Bowe, who passed away Jan Snohomish made her first ice break
SUITS
wcod E. Frost. 158 No. Main St.. Pleasant Cemetery. Warren
4
1952.
1
ing
run
of
the
season
Sunday when -.lioscrtbe to The Courler-Oazette
Paul—At Camden. Jan. 3. Mrs.
Tel. 1181-J.
3*8
Alice M. Paul, age 81 years. Fu I will remember no matter how j sne opened a path for ships to
65.00
$49.98
.A.VVWX'VVX-'VVVVVVVVNXVVAa
neral Wednesday at 2 p. m. from
long.
Bangor through two inches of ice
ft
the Laite Funeral Home. Camden. The days of my childhood
GAME PARTY
55.00
■ in the Penobscot River.
Bargain and Fun at
$39.98
Rev. Melvin Dorr will officiate and And my father so dear.
EVERY FRIDAY
1____________
Mrs. Carol B Merlthew.
burial be in Mountain View 3-lt
THE AUCTION
55.00
Ai 7.30 P. M.
Grand Bargains in the Better
Cemetery.
$44.98
WARREN LIONS CLUB
| Hats. Closing out of entire stock.
TOWER ROOM
IN MEMORIAM
Goodman—At Camden. Jan. 4.
In
loving
memory
of
Mrs.
Etta
FRIDAY,
JAN.
16
Lena
Mitchell
Goodman,
age
55
COMMUNITY BUILDINO
Choice $2.00 and $3.00 Sarah LinSpecial Lot
years. Funeral Wednesday at 10.30 R. Teel, who passed away Jan. 7,
Auspices Knights of Columbus
nell Hat Shop. Copper Kettle. 3-lt
Vi
U-T&Th-tf a. m from St. Thomas Episcopal 1952.
Church with Rev. Haig Nargesian The depths of sorrow we cannot
Values to 49.50
$29.98
tell.
officiating.
Burial will be In
Of the loss of one we loved so well.
Mountain View Cemetery.
CLAYT BITLER
Arau—At Camden, Jan. 3, Mrs. And while she sleeps a peaceful
JACKETS
SPORT COATS
TUESDAY-WEDNESDAY
Wants to See YOU About Minnie Gitto Arau. age 93 years.
sleep,
Many Fine Patterns to Choose From
Values
to
27.95
$19.98
Her
memory
we
shall
always
keep
Funeral Tuesday at 2 p. m. from
Reg. 29.50
$19.98 Values to 16.95
Sisters, Eugenia Teel and Lydia
the residence on Belmont avenue.
$12.98
Camden, with Rev. Oeorge Gou McNeil.
BUDGET HELPERS
Reg 22.75
$16.98 Values to 14.95
$10.98
Matlnicus, Maine.
3*lt
dreau officiating. Burial will be In
SNOW and MUD
Mountain View Cemetery.
Values to 12.95
$ 9.98
STORM
COATS
RETREADING
IN MEMORIAM
Libby—At Brewer. Jan. 3. Lucille
FRESH DRESSED
The Warmest Coats You’ve Even Worn
Values to 9.95
$ 7.98
In loving memory of Gertrude
M. Libby of Lincolnville, age 18
Offered At a Real Buy
years. Funeral Thursday at 2 p. m A. Philbrick who passed away
Reg.
59.95
$49.98
FLANNEL SHIRTS
iprzfajgnjajzraazjzrajanjziaffa from Laite Funeral Home in Oam January 6. 1944.
Daughter, Bertha M. Strong and
den with Rev. Melvin Dorr officiat
Reg.
55.00
$34.98 Reg. 3.95
$2.98
family:
son,
Rhama
E.
Philbrick
ing.
Burial
in
Lincolnville
Upper
RUSSELL
Reg.
45.00
$24.98 Reg. 2.95
and family.
3*lt
$2.29
Cemetery.

TALK OF THE TOWN

MEN’S TOPCOATS AND OVERCOATS

goodAeai

CHICKENS each ]

Funeral Home
CARL M. STILPHEN
LADY ASSISTANT
24 HOUR AMBULANCE
SERVICE

PHONE 701
9 CLAREMONT STREET
ROCKLAND, ME.
1-tf

SLACKS

A WHOLE BIRD—Cl’T READY FOR YOl'R PAN

CLEAN SWEEP

JANUARY

WALLPAPER CLEARANCE

SALE

CARROTS

Gabardines. Worsteds. Coverts
Value to 14.95
Value to 9.95

FRESH NEW
CALIFORNLA

SALT PORK

DRY
BACK

WOOL BREECHES
(Red A Black) Reg. 10.50
(Grey) Reg. 8.95

ANGEL SKIN
PKG. OF 402

25c

BURPEE

Funeral Home
Ambulance Service
TELS. $»•—624-M
118-112 LIMEROCK ST.
ROCKLAND. ME.
1-tf

STRAWBERRY

12 oz. jar 29c

(Small Sizes)
Values to 10.00

$7.98
$4.98

The Cold Winter Days Are Just Beginning—
Here’s Y'our Opportunity to Save Dollars
Reg. 18.50
Now
Now
Reg. 13.95
Now
Reg. 12.95
Now
Reg. 11.95

$14.98

BOYS’ FLANNEL SHIRTS
Reg. 1.75 to
Reg. 2.50 to

1.95
2.95

JtLFjERVK

79c; $1.50; $1.95; $2.39; $2.79
STOP'SHOP’SAVE1

MARKET
'AMPLE PARKING

$1.49
$1.98

BOYS’ KNIT JERSIES
(Long Sleeves)

Reg.

$1.49

1.95

MEN’S SHOES
Reg
Reg.
Reg.

7.95
10.95
17.95

ALL 1952 PAPERS REDUCED

Room Lots:

$4.98

BOYS’ STORM COATS
Reg. 19.95

BOYS’ SURCOATS

—WITH TOMATO SAUCE AND CHEESE

PURE FRUIT PRESERVE

GONIA’S

$10.98
$ 6.98

— SPECIAL BARGAIN

SPAGHETTI

TISSUES

Wool BlendedFlannel SPORT SHIRTS

MENS AND
BOYS
CICTHIN
‘ihniskngs shoes •)■■: u-,i:
389 MAIN ST
S31- IN.

$4.98
$6.98
$10.98

8
USE OUR CLASSIFIED ADS
INEXPENSIVE—EFFECTIVE
FOR SELLING, BUYING, RENTING SERVICES
HERE'S HOW LITTLE IT COSTS

Advertisements in thia column not to exceed three lineo Inaerted
once for M cents, three times, one dollar. Additional lineo 1*
cents each for each line, half price each additional time nsed.
Five small words to a line.
Special notice! All “blind ado” so called, t a advertlsemento
which require the answers to be sent to The Courier-Gaiette
office for handling, cost 25 cents additional.

ALL CLASSIFIEDS—CASH
No classified ads will be accepted without the cash and no book
keeping will be maintained for these ads.
ALL MUST BE PAID FOR
M received except from firms or individuals maintaining regular
accounts with The Courier-Gaiette. Count the Words—Five to a
Line.

FOR SALE

EGGS & CHICKS

ONE-Haif Horse three-phase mo
tor, and one-quarter horse Motor
for sale. Also Plumber's Furnace.
TEL. 406-R.__________________ 3^8
GLENWOOD Comb. Gas and Oil
Range for sale. Excellent condi
tion. TEL. 254-R.___________ 3* It
PARLOR Hub Heater for sale.
Good condition. RAVE’S CRAFT
SHOP. 14 Prescott St.________ 3*5
1939 BUICK Special 4-door Se
dan for sale; 1950 motor, good
tires, good heater, new floor mats;
25.000 on new motor. Reduced to
$175. May be seen at 44 OAV ST
nt

MILLS Hatchery now open. Sexlink
Chicks for sale, pullets,
cockerels or straight run. MaineU 3 Approved Pullorum Clean. Bred
for high egg production. Order
now for choice of dates. BYRON
MILLS. Waldoboro, Me. Tel. 51-3
152tf

1048 DODGE 114-ton stake body
Truck for sale Excellent condi
tion. H. TURNER. RF.D. 3. Wal
doboro. Tel. 94-4
3*5
—MEAT Display Case for sale: 6 ft.
front. 6 ft. high. A-l condition.
Write P. O. BOX 184. Friendship.
2*4
A COAT of imported black Per
sian Lamb Cloth for sale. Nearly
as good as new. TEL. 1286-J.
2*4
1948 ENGLISH Austin for sale,
good condition, good rubber, ceil
ing price $809. for quick sale, $375;
al'O 1928 Chevrolet Truck, good
rubber, good condition, $75. TEL.
Warren 80-22.
2*4
GLENWOOD Range, with or
witnout oil burner, coil and 30 gai.
hot water tank for sale. Excellent
condition. TEL Thom 157-11.
2*4
COLEMAN Cabinet Heater for
sale. Also Fur Coat. TEL. Thom
aston 248-3
2-4
LADY'S Hudson Seal-sKin Coat,
about size 16, for sale; also Kelvlnator Refrigerator, 5 or 6 cu. ft.
both in good condition. Prices rea
sonable
MAURICE McKUSIC,
61 Suffolk St Tel. 411-J.
2-4
' GLENWOOD Parlor Heater for
sale, large size, coal or wood; also
suitable for garage or workshop,
$25
L. W M CARTNEY. East
Warren Rd.. Thomaston.
2*4
~SHOW Case on base 6 ft. long,
24 ft. wide. 44 Inches high, for sale;
with glass shelves. P. M. TIB
BETTS. 6 Bay View St., Camden.
1-3
HOUSEHOLD Furniture for sale,
also Bureaus. Beds. Low Boy, with
claw feet, misc. CANDAGE, 194
Oamden St.
1*3
WOOD
Dry Slabs. Hardwood and Kind
ling for sale Delivered anywhere.
Prompt service BUNKER SPEAR.
Tels. 8004 or 1298-K.
1-3
USED Poultry Equipment for
sale, metal feeders, waterers. wire,
etc.; Ciean, unused for eight years:
also 1948 Chev. Pickup. M. F.
ROBARTS. Belfast Rd, Camden.
Tel. 785
1*3
SIX 6-ft. plate glass Showcases
for sale. LLOYDS PHARMACY.
Main St_____________________ ltf
COMPRESSOR for sale, garage
model In excellent condition. 4
cubic feet. Call BICKNELL Mfg.
Co., 360
156-tf
ATTENTION FISHERMEN!
Trap Stock, largest supply In
Maine. INDEPENDENT LOBSTER
OOMPANY. Rockland. Tel. 303
129 tf
1947 PONTIAC for sale; radio,
heater
Priced reasonable; 116
No. Main St. PHONE 610. 128tf

FOR SALE
Nice country home near town
with modern kitchen and bath,
wood lot with some pulp and tim
ber and few acres of field; 4 rooms
and bath on flrrt floor; 2 sleeping
rooms on 2nd floor. Rear of prop
erty extends to water. $6800
Near central location a duplex
for good investment. One-story
house has 3 furnished rooms and
b3th and 4 unfurnished rooms and
bath. Income about $75 per month.
Rea-onable price.
An established retail business
consisting of hardware, groceries
and building material. Buildings
and land at reasonable prioe; stock
at inventory price. Terms may be
arranged. A good deal for some
one.
See F H. WOOD, Court
House.
3-4

MALNE-U. S. Approved Pullorum
Clean Black sex-link pullet Chicks
for sale, from eggs produced by our
own breeders. Bred foT high pro
duction and excellent livability.
JAMESON
POULTRY
FARM,
Waldoboro, Maine. Tel. 163. 3*8

REAL ESTATE

WANTED
SUN OIL COMPANYOFFERS $54 A WEEK
WHILE
TRAINING
For a business of your own. earn
while you learn. Trained mer
chandisers work closely with you
to assure your success. Locations
immediately available at Rockland
and Camden. Me, For appointment
PHONE Camden 2169 Monday
through Friday 9 a. m to 5 p. m.
or Write P. O. Box 1487. Portland
WOMEN wanted to sew for
spring business. Easy to sew prod
uct. good pay Sewing machine not
essential. White KENROE MFG
CO- Yorktown. Indiana.
3*lt
MAN wanted with High School
education for doorman and other
work. Apply In Person only, to
MGR., KNOX THEATRE. Rock
land._________________________ 3-6
BACHELOR would like to share
his four-room Apt, with couple who
have living room furniture. Share
oepenses. Write L. A., % The Cou
rier-Gazette, or call 921-R.
3-5
HOUSEKEEPER wanted for one
person.
.ASA ALLEY, Boothbay
Harbor, Tel. 483-W__________ 1*3

HELP WANTED (ATTENDANTS)
MEN AND WOMEN: Permanent
positions available for attendants,
preferably between ages 30 and 55.
Full maintenance, annual vacation
two weeks, sick leave, legal holidays
or time off In lien. Apply In person
or in writing with references to
Augusta State Hospital.
Francis II. Sleeper, M. D„
Superintendent.
142-T-18
EXPERIENCED Driver in Win
ter weather wanted to accompany
lady going to Orlando, Fla., after
the New Year. Man preferred
EMERY. TeL 435-W3
157tf
DON’T DIG!
MISCELLANEOUS
All kinds of Pipes, Sewers and
Drains.
Cleaned
electrically.
INSTRUCTION. Male Will talk PETER ALEXANDER. Tel. Bel
to reliable men. mechanically In fast 731-W.________________ 193*9
clined. who want to train spare
time for welding metal work refinlshing in Auto Body-Fender Re
pairing, Auto Engine Tune-Up in
— WANTED —
cluded. Will not interfere with
jour Job. For information and
Experienced
Free Book, give address, age,
working hours
Write AUTO
Bookkeeper
CRAFTS TRAINING % The Cou
rier-Gazette
3»5
Capable of Taking Charge of
Full Set of Rooks.
GOOD SALARY
FOR A BUSINESS CAREER
Apply in own handwriting
DAY OB
SCHOOL
stating education and experience
EVENING
WRITE J. R.
ROCKLAND SCHOOL
% Courier-Gazette

OF COMMERCE

Telephone 148

Tuesttay-Thursday-Saturday
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245 Main St.
3-4&6

OIL Burners wanted to dean.
price $3. FIX-IT SHOP, 138 Cam
den St. Tel. 1091-W.________ I25tf
“ALTERATIONS and Repair Work
done at the Mend-It Shop, 102
Union St., Grove St. entrance. TeL
1680. EVA AMES
157*5
~ IRON, Steel. Metal, Rags and
wanted. MORRIS GOR
ELECTROLUX CLEANERS Batteries
DON Sc SON, 6 Leland St, Tel
Will Be Checked FBEE
123-W_____________
98tf
This Week by
DON’T discard your old or
antique furniture. Call. H. JOHN
Factory Bepresentative
NEWMAN for restoring and reTEL. 395-M
flnishlng; 48 Masonic St.
Tel.
ltf
$-5 1106-M

SINGER Sewing Mrg. Co. Sales
Service and Repair. Write or Call
258 Water St.. Augusta, Tel. 3770 or
Rockland Rep., John C. Benson,
376 Broadway, Rockland, TEL
836-W
144-tf

SECOND-Hand Furniture bought
end sold. TeL 1374-W. C W
SEWALL.___________________ HHtf
' Rugs wear better' If they ere
based on newspapers Bundles 10
cents and up at The Courier-Gaaatte
O*aw

SOCIAL ITEMS
APPRECIATED

Write or Telephone
1044 or 770

The Courier-Gazette
O-aw

Shop Craftsmen

Ford’s New Golden Jubilee Model Farm Tractor

Ask Increases

Santa's Night Off

State Employees Say They Railroads Lightened Christ
mas Work Load For
Are Below Average
Reindeer
In Pay

Manual Training Has Come
Of Age On National
Level

The iron reindeer gave Santa
The Maine State Employees Asso
Claus
an easy time of It this year.
ciation will ask the Incoming Leg
Actually he could have taken the
islature tp pass an Emergency Act
night off if he chose. The Iron
increasing the wages of State em steeds that are saving him from
ployees by one pay range, about the wear and tear of chimney-hop
four and one-half percent, Associa ping and bag-toting are the rail
tion President Richard P. Webster road locomotives and engines—and
while they sport no antlers or
said here tonight.
State wages are now, Webster Jingle bells the Post Office says
said, between seven and eight they delivered five and three-quar
percent
below
the
Consumer ters billion packages and holiday
Price Index for Portland, and about greetings. The pack is five percent
the same amount behind average heavier than last year.
Theoretically, this means 36 for
earnings in Maine's private indus
every1 man. woman and child In the
tries.
The Association will request that country and with the armed serv
the increase be made retroactive to ices overseas.
In the 17 Northeastern States
July 1. 1952. although, according to
the Webster statement today. State alone, the package and greeting
wages dropped one pay range be total will come to two and onelow the Index "as far back as thdrd 'billion. In addition Railway
Express cargoes in the area are
September 15, 1951.”
Webster said the Association's running 15 to 20 percent ahead of
action "follows the unanimous vote last year.
Ford Motor Company, manufacturer of more than 2 million farm tractors since 1917, has put into pro
The number of sacks of mall that
of
Association councilors, who met
duction a new, heavier, longer, much more powerful Golden Jubilee model. In 1953 Ford celebrates the
will
be handled toy the railroads In
50th Anniversary of the founding of the company by Henry Ford, Sr., in 1903. The new machine is at Augusta last week end.
described as the most modern farm tractor ever built and is equipped with advanced type hydraulic system.
"We understand,” he said, "that the 17 States will be 22 and a quar
Outstanding features include Hy-Trol, to increase lifting speed bv simple turn of a knob; and the entirely this wage proposal, and a step to ter million, or one and a quarter
new overhead valve Ford “Red Tiger” engine, most powerful farm tractor engine ever produced bv Ford.
wards equalization with other New million more than in 1951.
The new tractor may be seen and bought at G. F. Payson's tractor display rooms on Route 17, Union.
According to the Eastern Rail
England states which we will ask
road
Presidents' Conference, the
the Personnel Board to carry out.
will he followed by a meeting of
railroads in the Northeast allocated
are
both
possible
within
present
the Congregational Ladies Circle at
1500.000 feet of mail car space for
UNION
State income."
WARREN
3 p. m. There will be no public
A one range Increase would cost. Christmas deliveries, which is the
MRS. FLORENCE CALDERWOOD
supper that night.
ALENA L. STARRETT
Correspondent
Webster said, about $750,000, but same as 30.000 mail cars of stand
Correspondent
Cantatas Presented
Telephone 10-24
Telephone 49
only half of this amount would ard 53-foot length. From Dec. 1
Due to the efforts of the musi
come from general funds, the re to Christmas, reports the confer
cally talented folk in Warren, two
ence. 1180 carloads of parcel post
Miiss Bernice Carroll returned mainder being chargeable to spe
Warren Lodge of Odd Fellows will most excellent Christmas cantatas
and mail wdll have been dispatched
cial
fee
accounts
through
which
Sunday
to
Randolph.
Mas'..
after
hold a rehearsal of the third de were presented Dec. 21 In the
daily. Many of the trains running
the
State
is
reimbursed
for
actual
gree after the regular meeting churches here, one by the junior a two weeks' visit with her parents,
over the Santa Claus route carry
services rendered.
Friday night. This is ip preparation choir of the Congregational Church Mr. and Mrs. Linwood Carroll.
mail only and number 18 to 20
The
equalization
step
to
be
re

Ann and Patricia Mitchell of
for inspection Jan. 30.
and the other, "The Promised
cars.
quested
of
the
Personnel
Board
Arthur Jordan of Rockland, past Child,” at the Baptist Church. The Camden visited several days thc
All of which makes lt easy to see
president of the Rockland Lions Christmas party for the choir mem past week with their grandparents, would have the effect, Webster how much the railroads are doing
said,
of
raising
thc
minimum
hir

Mr and Mrs. Lawrence Morton.
Club, who will act as auctioneer bers followed the cantata.
this year—and how little is left
for the Warren Lions Club auction,
On Christmas Eve, young people1 Orient Chapter. OES. Circle will ing wage slightly and would make for good St. Nick.
possible
a
future
increase
for
vet

set for Jan. 16. at Glover Hall, will of the Baptist Church, led by the hold a food sale Saturday. Jan 10.
speak Wednesday at the Warren pastor, Rev. Bruce P. Cummings, with Lea trice Burns and Frances eran workers now in the top pay
steps of their ranges, if they con
Lion’s Club meeting at White Oak visited shut-ins, with carols. The Doughty, committee for arrange
tinue to show exceptional merit.
Grange Hall. Further plans for the junior choir of the Congregational ments.
WALDOBORO
A public card party for benefit of The Initial cost of such action by
auction will be made at this time. , Church, directed by Mrs. Roland
MRS RENA CROWELL
Mr. and Mrs. Paul Dillaway and Berry, also favored with carols Eastern Star will be held Satur the Personnel Board. Webster said,
Correspondent
would
be
about
$80,000.
but
“
is
pos

Telephone 250
daughter Judy and son Paul Jr, among the shut-ins of the parish. day, Jan. 10 at 7.30 p. m. at the !
home of Mr. and Mrs Clinton sible within present Income."
passed the week end in Boston.
Church Meetings Postponed
The Association's councilors also
Cramer with Mrs. Cramer, Mrs.
Miss Evelyn Sawyer and Miss
Due to the storm last Saturday
Mr. and Mrs. John H. Miller are
Helen Gravelle of Gorham, N. H the annual meeting of the Congre Ruth Leonard. Mry Georgia Dur- [ endorsed studies of the State Re
spending a few days In Washington,
tirement
System
and
of
Social
Se

kee.
committee.
have been passing the Christmas gational Church slated for 4 p. m,
curity, and. Webster said, voted D. C.
recess from their teaching duties and the annual meeting of the
Orient Chapter Elects
Mr. and Mrs. Roscoe B. Hinkley
unanimously to seek, in cooperation
with Mr. and Mis. Harold D. Saw Congregational parish, set for 7.30
Orient Chapter. O. E. S, re- ! with the Maine Teachers Associa entertained Mr. and Mrs. William
yer. On Thursday, Mrs. H. D. Saw p. m. that day were postponed to cently held election of officers, j
Johns Sunday.
yer and her two guests and Mrs. Jan. 10. same hours. (These are the following elected for ensuing. tion, legislation to incorporate a 10Charles Crowell and son Oarland
year
vested
right
clause
in
the
pre

Emma Norwood were entertained at two separate meetings).
year: Georgia Durkee, worthy ma- j sent Retirement System
of Portsmouth, N. H, Mr. and Mra.
canasta and supper by Mr. and Mrs.
tron; Clifton Durkee. worthy pa
Loring a. Crowell and son Davis
Grange Recessed
FRIENDSHIP
Oliver Libby at South Warren.
of York returned to their homes
White Oak Grange, North War tron; Ruth Leonard, associate ma- j
Misc Marlene Davis, student
NORTH SEARSMONT
Miss Lois Norwood of Fairfax, Vt.,
tron; Norman Clark, associate pa- !
Sunday after passing the holiday
nurse at Melrose Hospital. Melrose. has been passing the holiday re ren, is recessed to Feb. 27. due to
Richard
Merriam and family and week end with their parents,
tron;
Leatrlce
Burns,
conductress;
Mass, spent the holidays with her cess here with her parents. Mr. i major repair work in the second
floor lodge rooms, which will be Mary Gurney, asso. conductress; were guests Christmas Day of Fred Mr. and Mrs. W. H. Crowell.
parents, Mr. and Mrs. Ralph Davis. and Mrs. Leroy H. Norwood.
Miss Ellie McLaughlin of Stam
entirely
rebuilt and redecorated. Christine Barker, secretary; Ma- 1 Merriam and family at Belfast.
Mrs. Flo Bcllhouse spent Christ
Mrs. Charles Overlook has been
Mr. and Mrs. Elden Maddocks ford, Conn., is spending a short
rion Alden, treasurer.
mas Day with Miss Nora Seaver ■ a surgical patient at the Knox Ernest Castner of Waldoboro is in
Tentative plans are for a semi were business callers in Rockland time at her home.
charge of the work.
and Kay Crane In Thomaston.
County General Hospital, Rockland.
public installation for Thursday. Monday.
Mr. and Mrs. Everett Jackson of
A pleasant evening was enjoyed
Auxiliary To Install
Mr and Mrs. Phillip Simmons
Miss Christine Norwood, who has Wiscasset w-ere at Mra. Rena
Jan. 29 with Constance Durkee. re
at the home of Mr. and Mrs. were called to Stetson by the death
Officers-elect of the E. A. Starbeen a guest of her mother, Mrs. Crowell’s Saturday.
tiring matron, installing officer.
Charles Stenger on Friday night, late Friday night of her mother,1 rett Auxiliary, SUV, will be in
Elden Maddocks. returned to Win
Mr. and Mrs. Clyde Jones of
P.T.A
Meeting
Mrs. Lydia Mae Lawrence. 81. stalled Thursday afternoon at a
chester, Mass, Wednesday after
Jefferson attended church in town
P.T.A.
meeting
will
be
held
Wed!
special
meeting
by
Mrs.
Edith
widow
of
William
Lawrence,
after
TO LET
noon.
Sunday.
a long Illness. Funeral services Spear, past president, and her nesday, night, Jan. 7 with Charles j Mr. and Mrs. Roy Thomas and
Bybee
in
charge
of
program.
He
|
Mr. and Mrs. Thomas Payne ari
FIVE Rooms and bath to let. were held at Stetson today.
aides.
The dinner served the
son Roy Jr., arrived at lakeland.
Newly decorated; 172 Camden St.
members that day will be in charge will present Mr. Wilhelm of Rock- j Florida, on Christmas Day. They In Washington, D. C.
Representative
and
Mrs.
Leroy
i El. 758-J.
3— 5
Mr. and Mrs. Robert Bagley and
land, an exchange teacher, who
McCluskey will go to Augusta to of Mrs. Gertrude Starrett.
plan to remain there during the
THRiEE-Room Apt, with bath to
son have returned to Waterford,
will compare schools of Holland 1
day,
where
he
will
start
his
term
Club
Meeting
Cancelled
let at once. MILDRED trl'ETSON,
winter.
Conn.
! 21 Knox St., Thomaston.
3*5 as representative from the district
The Friday meeting of the Field and United States.
Mr. and Mrs. Milton Blake were
Visiting Grangers
TWO-Room Apt, attractively Including Warren. Union, Washing and Garden Club, planned at the
business callers In Rockland Tues
Pitchers are not the only ones
fum. to let on Camden. St. with ton and Rockport. They will be home of Mrs. Phillip Simmons, has
Six members of Seven Tree day.
who have their Ins and outs.
bath and elec, refrig. CALL 1219. registered at the Augusta House, been cancelled this month. The Grange visited Guest Officers' night
Mra.
Agnes
Fuller
visited
at
the
_________________________ 3tf
but will be in Warren week ends next meeting will be Feb 13 with at White Oak. North Warren, Fri home of Mr. and Mrs. Wiley Pat
When a lawyer objects, It usually
CENTRAL. Comfortable Room to
A meeting of the Fireside Class j Mrs. Simmons.
day night. They were Doris Miller, ton In Searsmont Thursday- of this
let, in Portland. Long or short
means some witness is trying to
David and Harriett Carroll, Ray week.
stay. MRS. A. H. PILLSBURY. will be held Friday night, place to
tell the truth.
No freedom in our great nation mond Danforth, Juanita Hawes nd
Committee in
221 High St, Portland.
3*5 be announced.
more
precious
than
the
freedom
is
charge
of
arrangements
includes
Bernice
Carroll.
FURNISHED Apt, three rooms
Charter No. 13734
Reserve District No. 1
and shower to let; 25 Orange St Mr. and Mrs. Roger Teague and of enterprise.
REPORT
OF
CONDITION
TEL. 173-R__________________ 2tf Mr. and Mrs. Kenneth Reed.
In a land of equality there is
Your vote is the guarantee that little to indicate a man’s social
— OF THE —
FOUR large rooms downstairs.
Mission
Circle
Meets
Apt, to let. Bath, stove, Youngs
your government will be run right class except the way the copa han
FIRST
NATIONAL
BANK
town sink; 61S Main St. Call at
Congregational Mission Circle will! —use it Nov. 4.
dle him when he gets drunk.
OF ROCKLAND
116 MAIN ST, Thomaston.
1-3 meet at 2 p. m. Thursday with Mrs :
1 FIVE Room Upstairs Apt. with J. Homer Nelson. That meeting
In the State of Maine, at the close of business on December 31, 1952.
Published in response to call made by Comptroller of the Currency, under
flush to let. 5 rm. 1st floor with
STATEMENT OF CONDITION
Section 5211, U. 8. Revised Statutes.
bath. ARTHUR PEASE. Thomas
of the
ton 189-13.
1*3 when their son Thomas E. StenASSETS
HEATED Apt. to let A. W ger. SO,3 showed slides of his
Cash, balances with other banks, including reserve balance,
and cash Items in process of collection ..................
' $1 372 066 77
MORTON, 60 Main St, Thomas many cruises. Including his meet
ROCKLAND, MAINE
ton.__________________________ U3 recent visit to Norway and Scot
United States Government obligation*, direct and guaranteed 2.363.895.63
Obligations of States and political subdivisions ..................... 422.634.74
At Close of Business
FIVE-Room downstairs Apt to land. Later In the evening, fol- j
Other bonds, notes and debentures ...... „.................
127.682.85
let. TEL. 915-J.______________ ltf lowing a game of samba, refresh
DECEMBER 31, 1952
Corporate stocks (including $11250.00 stock of Federal Reserve
UNFURN 4-room heated Apt. ments were served. Guests includ-!
bank)
..............................................
.
.................
11260.00
RESOURCES
to let, thermostatic control, elec, ed Mr. and Mrs. Surr.neT Whitney.,
Loops and discounts (Including $111.26 overdrafts)...... ..........
United States Government Securities ................ ......................$2,9? 1,006.0(1 Bank premises owned $23200.00, furniture and fixtures $5.80163 1562.83181
kitchen range, elec, refrig, hot and
29.601.
5*975 00
cold water, flush,' $8 per week; Rockland; Miss Nora Seaver and Other Ronds and Stocks ............................... . .............. . ...........
4 Rankin St, over Carr's Store. Kay Crane, Thomaston; Mr. and i Loans and Discounts ... ............................. _.................................. 1216,44240
Total
Assets
...........
.....................................
....
........
...............
$5.889263
43
TEL. 25 after 6 p m. or before Mrs. Edgar Davis, Mrs. Flo Bell- [ Cash on Hand and on Deposit ................................................... 1,169,71821
LIABILITIES
820 p. m.____________________ ltf house. Mrs. Thomas Stenger and Due from Federal Reserve Rank ................................................ ’ 122J1JJ
Bank Buildings and Furniture and Fixtures ...................
31274 56 Demand deposits of individuals, partnerships, and corpora
UNFURNISHED Apartment, up Robert Stenger, Friendship;
tions .......... . ....................... ........... . .................................... . $2,422,142.11
Other Assets ........................ _........ . ............................................
21,30774
stairs to let; 4 rooms and bath. Ga
Time deposits of individuals, partnerships, and corporations 2,689.865.14
Claude E. Patch and son Eldred |
rage if wanted. TEL 986-R
Deposits
of United States Government.............. ........................
7230.68
.
.
.
$5230,949.78
_____________________________ L-3 of Stoneham and Friendship called [ „
136083 13
Trust Investments -------------- ...--- —..... ..................................
134,573.40 Deposits of States and political subdivisions ............................
Deposits of banks ............................................................. —"™
129 487 98
FOUR-Room downstairs Apt for on many folks in town on Sunday.
436 25
rent, complete with bath, livingMr. and Mrs. Herbert Newbegin.
$5,365,523.18 Other deposits (certified and cashier's checks, etc.)
Total Deposits ..... ............ ......... ...................... $5,395,955 »’
room oil burner, kitchen combina Rockland, spent Christmas evening
LIABILITIES
Other liabilities __ __ _____ ______ __________ „_________
6,250.00
tion range with oil and electricity.
Water on meter. Rent $7.50 per with Mr and Mrs. Charles Sten Capital Stock ................................ ..... .......................................... $ 100.000.00
Surplus
and
Undivided
Profits
...................................................
208,791.74
ger.
Other
guests
at
a
family
din

Total Liabilities ............. ..................................................
is 402 205 29
week; 43 Pacific St TEL 1288-W
during day, after 5, 281-W. Adults ner party, earlier in the day in-J Reserves, including Taxes, Unearned Interest,
CAPITAL ACCOUNTS
Discount,
Contingencies,
etc.
................
.............................
51532.14
only.
157M eluded: Mt. and Mrs. Thomas E
Deposits ...... ...................... ..............—......... ....... ....... „.......... .
4270,625.90 Capital Stock:
Common stock, total par $125,000.00 __________________ $ 125.000.00
FURNISHED
Apts
to
let. 8tenger. Waldoboro: Mr. and Mrs
JOHNSON. Ill Pleasant St.
$5,230,949.78 8urplus --------- ----------------------------------------------------------- 250200.00
Charles
E.
Stenger,
Sharon
and
j
148tf
8656253
134.57X40 Undivided profits ____________________ ;.___ ____________
Pamela Stenger. East Friendship; Trust Department _________ ________ __________________
Reserves —........ ...................................... ............. .....................
27 196 63
FIVE-ROOM Apt. to let. TEL.
Total Capital Accounts ........................... 487758.14
915-J.______________________ 146-tf Mr. and Mrs. Thomas E. Stenger 1
$5.365523.18
FOUR-Room Apt. to let, heated Norfolk. Va, and Friendship; i
Total Liabilities and Capital Accounts . ................ .....
$528826343
and hot water; also 2 furnished Robert L. Stenger and Miss Mar
MEMORANDA
rooms and flush; 34 Fulton St lene Davis, Meh-ore, Mass.
PUBLIC NOTICE
Assets pledged or assigned to secure liabilities and for other
TEL. 1379-R-________________ 141 tf
Thomas E. Stenger, SO 3. having
purposes
................................... _....................... ............ ....... j 10724168
FURNISHED and Unfurn. Apta. spent a ten-day furlough with his,
The Books of the Town of Friendship will be
Loans as shown above are after deduction of reserves of......
33231.98
to let. Central and No. End loca wife at the home of his parents.
State of Maine, County of Knox, as:
tions. Inquire 11 JAMES ST. 119tf
closed as of 0 January, 1953. All persons having
I. Jos. Emery, cashier of the above-named book, do solemnly
Mr. and Mrs. Charles H. Stenger
SANDING Machine and Polisher
swear that the above statement is true to the best of my knowledge and
bills against said Town should present them for
to let. Also a Wall Paper Steamer. of Friendship, returned Tuesday to
belief.
Inquire at SEA COAST PAINT his ship the USS. Coates in Nor
payment on or before that date. Taxes should also
_
j
JOS. EMERY. Cashier.
OO. 440 Main St __ ________ ltf folk, Va. He expects to leave soon
Bworn to and subscribed before me this 5th day of January. 1953.
be paid before that date.
ONE and 2-room Furnished Apta for the US. Naval training base at [
„
CHRISTY C. ADAMS. Notary Public.
I to let on Willow St. TEL. 938 or Key West. Fla, where he will be
Correcv-Attast:
WOODROW J. VERGE.
1219.
lOltf
KENNEDY CRANE.
LUTHER S, WOTTON.
stationed for three months. Mrs
H.
S. LEACH.
HEATED and unheated furnished Stenger will Join him in a few
HARVEY A. SIMMONS,
JOSEPH W ROBINSON.
Apta. to let. V. F. STUDLEY, 77
Selectmen, Town of Friendship.
Park St. Tela. 8060 or 12M.
ltf weeks.

Even the die-hards who cling to
the hand-saw and the brace-andbit as symbols of true craftsman
ship, are having to admit That wa
ges are too high and hours too few
to get our work done without pow
er tools. Accordingly, American ed
ucators. from grade school level up,
have realized that "manual train
ing," ls no longer quite what the
name implies, that most any craft
instruction intended to help a boy
or girl to make a living must now
be “machine training.”
As a result, the school shop, the
country over, is in a state of flux as
the mallet and chisel are retired for
the Jointer, dado-cutter and mill
ing attachments of the versatile,
modem electric tools. You might
think this change-over a simple
matter, once the school board had
found the money for new equip
ment. But the matter of what tools
to buy and how to place them is
puzzling many an instructor at this
moment.
In order to make the best possi
ble advice available, the Delta tool
people conducted a prize contest on
school
shop
planning,
which
brought entries from all over the
world, Canada, South America, Eur
ope, South Africa and Puerto Rico
as well as our own 48 states. The
top prize, his own selection of $1,000
worth of Delta tools, went to Antom
M. Sevcik of El Campo, Texas, for
his plan for a high school general
shop. Six Divisional Awardo of $350
worth of Delta power tools went to
Armand O. Rehn of Newark, N. J.,
elementary school division; E. H.
Miller,of Jal, N. M., high schools; j
Howard Sherman, Oswego, N. Y, j
Junior high schools; Joseph A. Wil
liams. Lovejoy, Ill.; senior high of
Memphis, Tenn.; technical Insti
tutes. Honorable Mention Awards
went to 30 other contestants.
Especially interesting is the fact
that the top award and two of the
regional awards were won by
small-town schoolmen. This is in
dicative not only of the alertness
of grass-roots educators, and the
marvelous job they have done gen
erally in bringing rural education
up to metropolitan standards, but
sugests too that the nation’s great
inventors, craftsmen and construct- 1
ors may continue, as in the past, to
come from the country.

KNOX COUNTY TRUST COMPANY
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Timdiy-Thurscbiy-Saturdav

VINALHAVEN
MRS. EDWIN ttADOOX
Correspondent
Telephone ITT - '
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Misses Old Friend

U. S. Marine Band

Fred Sirr.mons Eulogizes Our Has Played At All Inaugurals
Late Editor, Frank
Except That Of Wash
Winslow
ington

The following students have re Editor cf The Courier-Gazette:—
Mark Twain wrote, "Let me so
turned to their respective schools,
to resume their studies after pass ! live that when I die even the un
ing the Chr! tn»3 holidays with dertaker will be sorry to bury me.’’
The
late
Editor
Winslow's
their families tn town: Phyllis
Bogren, Lois Webster, Edith Mc philosophy of life was based on the
Donald and Richard Winslow to j above theory. Frank lived that way
Gorham State Teacher-’ Colege, I and needs no eulogy, as such, for it
Mrs. Sidney Smith to Farmington i would merely be an oral, or written
State Teachers’ College, Timothy ! expres-lon of all friends fob the
j^ane to Hebron Academy. James high regard ln which he was heldI knew Frank back In the late
Arey to Maine Classical Institute,
and Greta Skocg to Perry’s Kin '80s. and remember of many a
friendly bout we had playing ice
dergarten School ln Boston.
Birthday Sunday was observed in polo. Like countless others I have
the primary department of the lost a dear and valued friend.
You will find enclosed a money
Union Church Sunday School last
Sunday. Each child who had1 a order for the renewal of the paper
birthday in October. November or for the new year of '93. I wish “A
December was remembered with a Very Happy, Prosperous, Success
birthday cake and a Happy Birth ful Year To All.”
day pin.
Fred C. Simmons,
226 E. Moulton street,
The annual polio campaign for
Watertown. New York.
the 1953 March of Dimes opened
on Jan. 1. Containers in the form Editor Richardson,
of miniature iron lungs have been The Courier-Gazette:—
placed ln various stores through Your office must be a lonesome
place,
out the town for contributions.
With its desk, and vacant chair;
The regular circle supper will be His beloved 'Monarch’ in plain
Served on Thursday at 5.30 in the
sight.
Union Church vestry. The house But, ‘Winslow,’ is not there!
keepers win be Mrs. Gladys Page one. ln the right hand corner.
Coombs, Mrs. Louise Anderson, Passes like the, "This and That”—
Mrs. Margaret Adams and Mrs. No more of the repartee and
humor.
Eleanor Conway. The circle will i No more of “The Black Cat.”
meet in the afternoon to work on In retTospeot I turn the page,
quilts.
Editorials must be read,
Bruce Orindle left Saturday for I got news on the radio.
But must read what Winslow 9ald!
a business trip to Bangor.
Mrs. Vera Johnson entertained a For many years “he” wandered,
group of young people, members of With a smile, or thoughtful frown.
While searching for a bit of news,
the Youth Fellowship, and their For the “Talk Of the Town.”
guests at the Down Ea ter on Fri
His faithful Monarch is now idle,
day evening. A delightful evening Its keye~ will click no more!
of games and fun was enjoyed. The We enjoyed his many memories
girls won the dart game, and Mac Of, “Back In The Days Of Yore."
Jllchrist won at beano. Follow- Frank often had revivals
ng the games, refreshments were Enjoyed by all, I know,
served, and a social hour enjoyed. With its interesting items
Found ln its, “25 Years Ago."
Those present were Annette Bur
"Time
” make' many changes,
gess, Shirley Davis, Judy Clayter.
But never can erase
Elizabeth Gray, Jean Peterson, and The memory of the Frank that
Betsy Kelwtck, Mac Gilchrist.
was.
Jack Oarlsen, Harold Ander on, And his always smiling face!
Kenneth Holbrook, Neal Sutliffe After many years "he" has left us!
His memory still a Joyand Peter Williams.
All friends will surely miss him.
Meredith Trefry of New Haven, For Frank was A Grand Old Boy!
Conn., was the guest of his sister.
F. C. Simmons.
Mrs Vera Johnson, and niece
Dorothy Johnson, over the Christ
Suit Is Dropped
mas weekend.
The regular meeting of American
Legion Auxiliary will be held Wed Government Lifts Its Charges
nesday with supper at 6 o’clock
Against the Du Pont
Well call will be held and games
Company
will be played for entertainment.
Please bring prizes for beano and
Crawford H. Greenewalt. president
turn in ooin calendars this meet of DuPont Company, today noted
ing.
that the Department of Justice
Miss Fannie Ames returned to had made no public mention of the
North Haven on Sunday to resume fact that it had withdrawn a
her teaching duties after spending criminal antitrust charge filed in
the holidays with her parents, Mr. 1948 against Du Pont in the Fed
and Mrs. Ralph Warren.
eral District Court in Pittsburgh.

r

Watch Night Party

The members of the Latter Day
Saints Church held’ a Watch party
at the church on New Year's Eve.
The program, which was ln charge
of Mrs. Sadie Dyer, featured sev
eral skits and vocal duets and
solos by various members Mrs.
e)vcr was assisted by Doris Candage
Ward Helen Webb. Group singing
was enjoyed ending at midnight,
with all singing Auld Lang Syne.
Following the entertainment re
freshments were served, and every
one present gathered to offer best
wishes to Mr. and Mrs. Ralph Can
dage on their 15th wedding anni
versary. They received many gifts
and a shower of cards from their
many friends.

TENANT’S HARBOR
Herbert Davidson, who has been
risittng in Massachusetts, has re
turned to his home.
Miss Edith Harris, who has been
risiting with Mr. and Mrs. Alvah
Harris, has returned to Bowdoin
College, where she is employed.
Plans have been completed for a
lobster stew supper and public auc
tion, to be held at Odd Fellows
Hall, Friday night, under the aus
pices of Odd Fellows and Rebekahs
(or the benefit of the polio Fund.
Anyone who wishes to contribute
to the auction may contact the
chairman. Marion Thompson. Tel.
>4-5 and the Items will be collect
'd. Anything Is acceptable and It
is hoped that everyone will help a
worthy case.
The March of Dimes Campaign
itarted Monday, with Mrs. Harlan
Hragdon as local chairman.
Masonic installation will be held
Jan. 15.

BUY THE TIRES
YOU NEED NOW
And Pay as Little as
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Eisenhower’s 'Splendidly Clothed’Army Is Research Miracle

Like U. S.jOf 1900's

Canada Is Growing By Leaps
and Bounds-Greater
Progress Ahead

Layers of Wool Clothing
Assure Comfort, Fighting
Efficiency in Cold Korea

The United States Marine Band,
Industrial expansion ln Canada
NEW \ORK, N. Y.—The assurance
which has played at the Inaugura
I
ln
the post-war years, while spec
by President-elect Dwight D. Eisen
tion of every president except
hower, upon bis return from a tour
tacular, merely represents a “toolof the bitter cold battle-front* in
Washington, has' a problem—it’s
i ir.g up period” for greater events to
Korea, that the
been so long since a departing Pres
U. S. Army iu that
come. John J. Fairlie, of the co
country is “the
ident shared the inauguration
ordination economics department
most splendidly
platform that no one knows who
clothed, cared-for
Imperial
Oil, Ltd., told members of
JRk'j
rates what ln the matter of ruffles
Army we’ve ever
the
New
York Association of Cus
and flourishes.
put in the field”
ha? focused wide
tomers Brokers yesterday. Res
Four ruffles and flourishes areI
attention on the
taurant. Eroad St., heard a detailed
due the President or the President- '
complex
and
description of Canadian oil devel
elect as he reaches the foot of the
scientifically
de
opments. Canada. Mr. Fairlie told
signed clothing
Capitol steps on his way to the;
Is®
used to keep
his hearers, not only Is on its way
platform. The question now is, who
American
force**
; to a self supporting position in oil,
rates the ruffles and flourishes? i
fid'
iu comfort during
Gen. Eisenhower
but ultimately will be able to assure
Winter combat.
President Truman, who still is
the supply of other North American
“Their clothing.” General Eisen
President? Or President-elect Eis
WS
hower 6aid. “makes them almost im
consumers.
enhower, who is going to be Presi- I
pervious to that Winter weather.**
Th? Imperial Oil executive gave
dent in a moment or so? If both, :
Combat forces in Korea are fight
the investment fraternity credit as
which is first?
ing in temperatures that may drop
bring a major factor in bringing
suddenly to far below zero, and stay
The problem hasn’t come up in
for days at zero, army clothing ex
a out rapid and substantial devel20 years simply because there has
pert.- point out. so that their uniforms
mer.t north of the border. In 1952
not been a departing President in
and protective equipment are ol lile
he pointed out. American investors
and death concern. Studies of the
that time. The archives of the band,
<■ *
effect? of clothing on fighting effi
alone put some $600,000,000 at work
which cover 154 years and are com
ciency during World
ar II have
in the Dominion. This was about
plete on most matters, shed no
proven that the protection afforded
10 percent of the total capital in
by the uniform in period** of bitter
light on the problem at all, nor do
cold is as important to the combat
vested in Canada at the time—“an
the White House records. No one,
efforts as the weapons and materiel
important 1 per cent,” as it un
it seems, bothered to make note of
u.-ed in battle, according to The Wool
doubtedly made possible expansion
Bureau.
the timing or ruffles and flourishes
(U. S. Army Photos)
which otherwise would have had to
in the past.
These studies led to the develo|e
WOOL LAYERS THAT MAKE U. S TROOPS in Korea “almost impervious to Winter weather" in that bitter cold country o
i have been deferred.
ment of the carefully-contrived “layer
Lt. Col. William F. Santelmann,
the product of long, intensive research. From on inner layer of long underwear, mode from wool and cotton, and soft wool
principle” around which combat uni
Canada had been exporting cap
socks (left,, the sold>er's protection builds outward. A wool shirt and trousers, together with add tioncl socks, form the second
leader of the band through the last
form components are designed. Under
ital up to three years ago. the
layer A third loyer, consisting of o wool-mohair jacket liner (center photo) and trouser lining—worn in more extreme cold —
three inaugurations, has Just about
this principle, wool’s miraculous in
speaker noted. Consequently, the
provides additional insulation Over these, the soldier wears an outer shell (olso center photo), consisting of a cotton outer
sulating qualities are used to their
given up. As he and the 85 band
jacket ond trousers both treated for water-repellency and wind-resistance. Completing his protection (right, are wool ' gg*fullest, and quantities of air are
situation in which it becomes a
members prepared to return to
trapped close to the wearer’s body.
finger mittens, with an outer shell of leather; a wool-trimmed cotton cap, worn under helmet ond helmet liner, ar-d combat
small importer of capital does not
Washington today—after playing
boots, which afford added protection through a lining of wool fleece and a one half inch inner sole of woof felt
indicate any deficiency on the part
Maximum Insulation Offered
last night at the Roxy Theatre for
of Canadian financial or industrial
Recalling that mortalities among
the opening of “Stars and Stripes
garments, are the important factors
Feet:
Lower Body:
the German soldiers on the Russian
resources. Rather, it points to the
Forever,” a movie about John Philip
New double-shell insulated rub in assuring protection and comfort
Full-length underdrawers. 50 per
front were due as much to improper
'.cr.sity of development which can
ber combat boot- with half for the combat infantryman.
cent wool. 50 percent cotton
Sousa, most famous of the band’s
clothing — containing large percent
absorb more than 20 percent of
inch wool felt insole, two layers
Wool serge trousers
ages
of
synthetic
fibers
—
as
to
bullets
“
Fabrics
Used
in
military
uniforms
leaders—he said he would await
of quarter-inch wool fleece be
current gross product and still look
or shells. Army spokesmen emphasize
for temperate and cold environments
the instructions of the Inauguration
tween the shells.
Outer Clothes:
the care taken to protect American
and also blankets have characteristi
abroad for additional capital funds.
Wool-mohair
trouser-liner
over
Committee on the matter.
All-wool, cushion-soled socks.
troops. Families of the young men
cally been made of wool.” I)r. R. G.
Reflecting the change ln the
which
water-and
wind-resi-tant
With
the
exception
of
his
helmet,
battling
in
the
grim
me
4
land
in
Even when
the inauguration
Stoll, until recently Textile Develop
cotton field trousers are worn
times in Canada is the population
helmet-liner, b ather gloves and wind- ment Engineer, Quarterm.ist< r Rc-.
which this country ha- ever fought
quandary is ended. Col. StantelWater-and-w ind resistant cotton
resistant protective “outer-trou«er»,” search ami Development l aborator
can be assured, they say. that nothing
trend, ike speaker commented. In
mann and his red-coated bands
iarka with wool-mohair frieze every item of the combat boldier’s ies, pointed out in a report.
i- left undone to make combat sol
the past Canada was something of
iner
Winter uniform contains wool, it is
diers as comfortable as is humanly
men have another problem—finding
One reason for this, Dr. Stoll ex
a way-stand for immigrants on
pointed out.
possible.
plained, is that “die presence of only
out what music Gen. Eisenhower
Head:
, their way to the United States and
The great day-to-day temperature 20 percent of a w irking fiber in an
The
Armed
Services
Textile
and
Cotton
cap
with
wool
ear-flaps.
likes, getting supplies of the scores
variations, and the diversity of ther 18-ounce covert reduces the rain pene
many young Canadians sought op
Apparel Procurement Agency today
Helmet.
and practicing up In times for the
demonstrated the uniform equipment
Parka hood with wool flannel mometer readings in various sections tration time from one hour for an
portunities south of the Interna
all-wool
fabric
to
less
than
five
of
the
battlefront,
make
this
uniform
first Presidential command per
which makes up the fighting man’s
lining and wind-resistant cot
tiona! boundary. "Recently, it apminutes
for
the
blended
fabric.
”
well-suited
for
wear
in
Korea.
Al

outfit. This is how today’s fighting
ton outer covering, with fur
formance.
itcars, that movement to the United
Other reasons listed by research
though the clothing is designed to
man is clad in battle:
trim around face opening.
The band, proudly designated as
permit the entry of air under the leaders for the emphasis on wool'in
S ..'.fs has been reversed," Mr.
Hands:
Upper Body:
“the President's own,” is practically
outer shell of the soldier’s attire when designing combat clothing are its
; Fairlie commented.
Undershirt. 50 percent wool, 50
Trigger finger mitten, consisting temperatures rise, the high absorp ability to absorb moisture, its high
a White House fixture, being avail
"It is pefhaps a little early to
of
a
wool
knitted
insert
under
tion caparity of the wool inner gar resilience, even when wet, and its
percent rotton
able to play there on a moment's
a leather shell.
Wool shirt
ments, and the wool linings of outer resistance to free flaming.
make predictions." he added, “but
notice. Its archives are stuffed with
’he view seems to be widely held
the cross-indexed musical prefer
that Canada is on the verge of an
Getehell
Street
E
’
eanor
Weed
of
Fs
irmington
and
Ea|itist
Church
in
ences of every President of the Change Expected
SOUTH WARREN
t .pa.’ision similar, to that which beWa terville.
Mrs. Violet Brimigl:m of Warren
country except Washington, right
1 Rev. and Mrs. Richard Morrison
: i.-ir 50 years ago in the United
have
been
recent
c
ailers
at
Mrs.
down to how the President liked
Mr. and Mrs. Ralph French
and daughter Linda have been re
States I believe this has caused
New
Congress
Will
Make
Nettie Copeland’s.
I his particular music played.
cent callers at the home of the son Peter oi Millinjcket, Mr.
many Americans to come north
Revisions In Taft-Hartley former’s aunt, Mrs. C. E. Overlock. Mrs. Oarcon Wood of Carr ' i:
When Congress authorized the
—
i:
many Canadians to remain
I Marine Corps to organize the band
Law
Mr. Morrison is the pastor at the Miss Gertrude Wood of Cambridge, Subscribe to Th*» C<ourler-Gazette ' north."
on July 11, 1798—specifying the
It is anticipated that the new
[ complement as "music” to the
number of "a drum major, fife ma- Congress will devote eariy consid
I jor and 32 drums and fifes"—the eration to amending certain sec
I musicians had ’ to please Thomas tions ol the Taft-Hartley law. In
Jefferson, himself a violinist, who view of that, a committee of an
A new Standard in Style
preferred chamber music, Jefferson association which represents thou
however, promoted the young or sands of retail stores scattered
Never before did your car dollar bring
throughout this country and Can
ganization.
you so much fine car beauty. This new 1953
Pa. He was referring to the drop
Other Presidents taxed the band's ada, including both chains and
Ford is longer-looking, lower-looking, more
ping of an indictment accusing
resources—Rutherford B. Hayes, ac independents, lias drafted a set of
massive looking. It's a match in style for
the company and a retired employe.
am ear al any price. \nd you get that trendcording to the archives used the basic principles which it believes
Henry Lackey, of conspiring with
aetting curved one-piece w indshield.
band as a gentle reminder to his should be retained or included in
six other companies to fix prices,
guests that he believed in an early any new version of that law.
discounts and terms of sale of wood
The list is a long one. and space
bedtime, breaking into "Home sweet
' '.i'd . T; ___
finishes.
Home" on signal when he thought precludes giving them all. Some
“Although the Antitrust Dlvl'ion
’
I .
It time for guests to leave the of the most important run as fol
showed no distaste for publicity at
lows:
White House.
the time the indictment was ob
o
Government should not attempt
During the administration of the
tained, It seems now as though its
to
set
the
term'
of
collective
bar|
homespun Andrew Jackson the
attitude has changed." Mr. Greene
band stocked up on such numbers gaining—that should be left to the
walt said. "It is now apparent
as “The Girl I Left Behind Me" parties themselves. The individual
that if anybody is going to tell the
and “Blue Bonnets Over The Bor employe should have the right to
public that this case against Du
der.” Lincoln was partial to spirit engage or not engage in union ac- '
Pont was dropped, it will have to
uals and ballads and rowdier re tivities, as he chooses. The cloed j
be the defendant.
frains. President Franklin D. Roose shop, which forces the employe to
“This seems a trifle Inconsider
velt had standing requests for belong to a union whether he wants
ate to tho e of us who squirmed
"Home On The Range” and “Yellow to or not, should be outlawed No
under the initial publicity, but I
Rose of Texas," and always re employer should be compelled to
suppose we should be sympathetic
warded the band with a smile at make his place of business a mar
with a human reluctant; to admit
ket place for union organizing ac
White sidewoU Hr»i optional at oxtro eost. Equipment,
their rendition.
acceuonet and trim subject to change wthout notice.
error. After all, it is the Christ
President Truman, himself a pi tivity Labor organization', as well
mas season. In any event it Is
anist, is regarded by Col. Santel as employers, should be accountable
my privilege to announce to the
mann and band members as the for unfair labor practices and
public generally that the Depart
A new Standard in "GO”
most appreciative President. “He agreements should be equally bind
ment of Justice, on Dec 2. 1952.
always sends us word that he en ing and enforceable on all. The
'l oil van choose ford’s 110-ti.pAgain Ford
dropped this case against us.”
joyed such-and-such a number check-off of union dues, if and
Strato-Star \ -8 . . . the only
■ Other companies concerned in
when
agreed
upon,
should
be
ap

particularly, and very often comes
\-8 in ford’s field, (tr Ford,
sets the trend!
the proceeding elected to plead
over to shake hands after we've plied only when authorized in writ
l!'l-h.p. Mileage Maker Six
nolo oontendere and paid fines.
played," Col. Santelmann said yes ing by the individual employe. The
. . . the moat modern Six in
It's the New Standard
A
companion
case.
Involving
the low-price field.
terday. Mr Truman is fond of Vi merits of at decisions of the Na
paints, varnishes, enamels and
tional Labor Relations Board
ennese waltzes.
of the American Road.
lacquers, ended late last year with
Next month's inauguration will should be reviewable ln the,
the acquittal by a Jury ln the Fed
be Col. 8antlemann's fourth as courts.
eral District Court In Pittsburgh of
With 41 "Worth More"
It Is difficult to see how there i
leader, but he has a long way to go
Du Pont and the Qlidden Com
can
be
any
fair-minded
opposition
yet to catch up with hie father,
pany. the only companies that did
features it's worth more
A new Standard in Build
William H. Santelmann, who led to such principles as these. They
not plead nolo contendere.
the Marine Band from March of are not anti-labor ln any way—
Ford's
qualiti deeign CrestThe company pointed out that
when you buy it ...
1898 to May of 1927, more than 29 Indeed, they serve to protect fun
mark Body and Ford'? new
the case dismissed in Pittsburgh
damental rights of the worker no
years.
.Miracle Ride that shield* the
on Dec. 2 had no connection with
worth more when
Col. Santelmann takee pride in less than the rights of the em
air from road shocks, will help
the so-called” General Motors"
the precision of the band, which ployer and the public. Their pur
keep your Ford feeling and
antitrust suit, a civil action that
you sell it.
looking young for years.
marches as smartly as it plays, and pose is to make all the parties in
resumes in the Federal District
has had very few accidents over volved equal ln the eyes of the law.
Court in Chicago on Jan. 5.
Congress should receive them with
the years.
X^liile others were scampering
A
All the same, the colonel Is Just the consideration they deserve
as happy that the Inauguration Is
to catch up, Ford again
an outdoor affair, because anything ized there was nothing personal In (
COMMERCIAL
can happen indoors. During a con- ( the way everyone was sniffing.
forged far out front
cert tour appearance of the hand in
PHOTOGRAPHY
a Michigan high school auditorium
to bring you the
ln 1950. a skunk crawled into the
FOR RENT
All Types of Commercial air conditioning system. It was sev
greatest car value
Single, modern 7-room
Photography; Groups, eral minutes before T-Sgt Claude
Pedicord,
who
was
playing
a
harp
(house, furnished, also gaWeddings, Industrial,
ever.
solo at the crucial moment, real- jrage on Rt. 1.
Adults

f

Marine and Insurance,
Aerial.
Sidney L Cullen

TEL. 907 or 770

ALL WORK GUARANTEED
97*tf

(preferred.

ARTESIAN WELLS
LEWIS HERBERT A SON

V.D-A-F-

See it... Value Check ii ... Test Drive it!

o3

Elmer C. Davis

DRILLERS SINCE UU
Ma»aw
TeL Duk Hbr. T4-S

FARNSWORTH BUILDING
(ROCKLAND. ME.
TEL. 77

Bttf

154-tf

WALDOBORO GARAGE CO.

118 Park St, Rockland
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Polio Drive Leaders Plan Campaign

THOMASTON
News and Social Items, Notices and Advertisements may be sent
or telephoned to
MRS. GLADYS CONDON, ERIN STREET. TEL. 113-3

CAMDEN
MRS KENNETH HERRICK
Correspondent
Telephone 2197

OUTDOOR

Mr and Mrs Leslie Copelar.d honor guest was her daughter. Mrs
and Mrs. Nettle Copeland of South Barbara Moulton. Other guests
Warren were caller Sunday on were: Mrs Doris Guptill. Mrs.
Mrs Henry W Jones and Mrs
Glenice Burns. Mrs Betty Town Clarence Oliver.
Cp! Francis Gay who has been end, Mrs. Effie prior, Mrs Prances
By
.-tationrd at Alaska for 13 months 1 Jordan. Mr Anne Carney Prizes
■Ralph
iYler
is spending a 30-day leave with his were won by Glenice Burns and
parents. Mr. and Mrs. Arthur Gay | Fiances Jordan. Refreshments of
Warren Whitney has returned to : sandwiches, pickles, cake and cof
Happy New Year, ail.
P.BI.. Providence, R. I.; alter fee were served.
Did I make any New Year's
Mrs. Hesaelgren Honored
spending the holidays with his par
resolutions?
Mrs. Dorothy Welch entertained
ents. Mr and Mr- Bion Whitney
Yeah I always make a bushel
Miss Shirley Putnam and Miss at a dinner party Sunday night to of 'em and by the time Ground
Sally GiUehrest have resumed their honor Mrs Marjorie Hesselgren. Hog Day gets here I can usually
studies at the University of Maine Those invited were Mrs. Arlene carry around those that aren’t
after .pending the Christmas re Lamplnen. Mrs Nathalie Hahn. “busted” In one hand.
cess with their parent-.. Mr and Mrs Gwendolyn Upham of this
On New Year's morning I hadn’t
Mrs Harold Putnam and Mr. and town. Mrs Barbara Wadsworth of premeditated any particularly dras
Camden and Mrs. Charlotte La- tic resolutions until I listened to
Mrs. James Gillchrest.
Arcana Lodge. K. of P will hold Cro-.s of Rockland
Rev John Smith Lowe's short read
election of officers Wednesday
Church News
ing over WRKD on the "value of
night, at the K.P Hall. Supper will
Tiie following received the rlgth; a smile." I had heard it before but
be served at 6 30
hand of fellowship at the Baptist I listened attentively.
Miss Rae Clark and Miss Doris Church Sunday morning during the
What a simple but priceless mes
Seekins have returned home from morning sendee. Miss Helen Me sage for the beginning of a New
Orono where they attended the 4-H la in. Miss Ruth Ludwig. Miss Oon- Year.
Club contest he! -. la-.-, week. They stance Keyes, Miss Norma dark.
Resolutions came easy after hear
were chosen.local winners.
Miss Bonnie Cha c. Mr. and Mr- ing that and as I steppeed out
Malcolm Libby. A 3c has re Ralph Jackson. Mr. and Mrs. Rus doors a few minutes later a happy
turned to Denver, Colorado, after sell Hoffses. Arthur Kalloch, Don chickadee bounced down from a
a 15-day leave with Mrs Libby.
ald Chase. Benjamin Smalley, Dor- limb In our maples and gave me
Mrs. Norman Moult- u and son ' othy and Dolore, Whitten.
his finest 1953 greetings. A oerfect
Norman. Jr., have returned to New
25th Wedding Anniversary
way to start the year. I call it
port, after -pending the holidays
Mr and Mrs. Waino Kangas were i
with her” mother. Mrs. Faustina honored at a surprise party Wed
Let's sec what’s happened since
Carney
nesday evening to observe 'their I last wrote. The ice fishing season
Richard Whitney has returned to 25ih wedding lUUriverstwy al their has opened with a bang In Knox
Maryland, when he ts employed home on Main street. Thomaston County.
after spending the holidays with Tire rooms were decorated with ; Roy Miller made a short cruise
his mother. Mrs. Ava Whitney.
cut flowers arranged by Mrs Al- to nearby fishing spots on Dec. 31
Mis- Marjorie F.tzpatrlck has re f: - d Saunders. Mrs. Onni Korpinen and declared he’d cut the first hole
turned to the P.B.I.. Providence, md Mrs Theodore Konelick dipped in Cltickawaukie for the season.
R. I. after sperd.r.g the holiday; the punch.
Refreshments were Then he offered me the chance to
with her parents. Rev. and Mrs served by Mr- Arnold Lane, and "christen" it with the first line, but
John Fitzpatrick
M-s. Alfred Saunders.
Linda I couldn't geo away.
Mrs Mildred Buzzeli. Westbrock Kangas had charge of the guest , Got word of good fishing at
and Mrs. Mike Striper. Marlboro. book.
Medomak and Havener's ponds in
N. Y. have been guest- of their par
Mrs. Kangas wore a red velveteen Waldoboro.
ents. Mr and Mr;. Melvin Pendex- dre- . with orchid corsage. Linda. ' Oscar Crle took his limit in
ter and s:cter, Mrs Dorothy Horsley. her daughter, wore a navy and pink pickerel at South Pond. Wednesday,
Ladies' fin le To Meet
dres- with oink rase bud corsage the largest a 22 incher.Baptist Ladies' Circle will meet Mrs Kangas was presented 26 ret!
Charles Studley of Glen -Cove
Wednesday afternoon at the Bap rose. by her husband, representing phoned that there were four inches
tist Church vestry followed by the each year of their marriage, while of clear ice along Chlckawaukie's
regular 6 o’clock supper.
she presented him with white gold western shore on New Year's after
Mrs. Watts’ Birthday
1 cuff links. Together they received noon and there was a good five
Mrs Joyce Watt-, who recently many nice gifts, from the group, in inches in my bait pond and 32
arrived from Sheppcrton. England, cluding a purse of money. They i
skaters there at 3 p. m.
wa' honored by a surprise birthday received a silver coffee service from
Now we ve started, who’s going to
party Tuesday night at the home of their son Larry and many tele catch the first white perch around
M: . Helen Stackpole. Mr- Watts phone calls from out of State
►he county in 1853?
was presented a gift from the
Guests present_ were: Mrs. Isa
group. Those sharing the evening belle Shield.;. Mr and Mrs. Leonard
Oops! sorry.
with her were: Mrs Louise Kinney Cousins. Mr and Mis Eddie Fet- , In calling off ponds closed to Ice
of Spruce Head. Mrs. Helen Harvey teroli. Mr. and Mrs. Onni Korpinen fishing in my last column I forgot
of Ash Point, Mrs. Virginia Thomas El.as Kangas. Mr and Mrs Clinton to mention Rocky Pond In West
and M. F! tie! Horton of Camden. Kelley, Sulo Pentilla, Mr. and Mr.- Rockport.
Mrs. E! anor Glover. Mrs. Marlon Alfred Saunders, Mr and Mrs.
Rocky seems to have "back-slid”
John on. Mrs Anne Miller and Mrs Arnold Lane. Mr and Mrs. Oiva to a place where l: fs easily for
V<r
Kunesh. all of RocklaJtd •Lampiutn, Mr. and Mrs. William gotten. Brown trout released there
and .Mrs. Stackpole.
Levan. Mr. and Mrs. Randall Jones experimentally apparently haven’t
Mr . Moulton Honored
Mr. and Mrs. Walter Degler, Mi's done -well and the pond appears to
Mrs. Faustina Carney enter Lenora Davis. Mr. and Mrs Victor out of bounds for stocking until
tained at a card party recently at Korpinen. Miss Marion E Sfarreti 1954
her home on Kossuth street The Mr and Mrs. Alfred Wuori, Mrs
Lt was proposed as part of the
Theodore Konelick. Mr and Mrs 1952 reclamation program and may
►HOW •«>
Douglas Ladd, Mr and Mrs. Henry still be on the State books Possibly
Fisher. Mr and Mrs. Jack Dodge a survey may be made there In 1953.
Rocky is presently closed to ice
Miss
Elizabeth Thurston, Milford
ANO'i
fMfAIMI
Kenniston. Larry Kangas. Alfreds fishing and is so posted.
TUES. and WED.
Perry. Linda Kangas. Einer Kan
A lady writes.—“You speak fre
gas. Mr and Mrs. Charles Spell
Double Feature
quently of Mourning Doves. How
man.
THOSE ’HOWL-RAISING”
FUNSTERS ARE NOW THF
Mr. Spellman was guest soloist would I know one by sight or song?"
ROAR OF THE M LRINE
That's a hard question.
for the evening accompanied by
CORPS!
They are slightly smaller than the
Miss Marion Starrett
doves who inhabit city buildings
and that have degenerated from
domestic birds. The mourning dove
is in every sense a wild specie.
WED.THURS
Cplor varies considerable, although
1.30—6.30—7.40
the prevailing color is grayish blue.
The tall is long, not unlike the
pheasant in flight.
The head is small, the neck slim.
They have a plaintive call, quite
faint and cooing.
,
In Maine they are quite rare
generally, but in the coastal Nareas
have increased in some places to
sizable flocks
They will remain through winter
and are grain and seed feeders.
They seldom come to home bird
feeding stations or congregate with
other birds
They are very swift in flight and
most graceful. In Southern states
they are considered a top game
bird and are slaughtered by thou
sands in open season. Maine and
other Northern states protect them
constantly.
They nest close to ground in a
poorly constructed affair and the
female of a mated pair lays but
two eggs

ST’p’A&fB

m Keel - im Greer
Patricia Medina
Keenan Wynn -Robot Burton
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PLUS 2nd FEATURE

x his eyes on
your htortl
U SAHTIFIT A^vAon,

Produced by HALL BARRET!

NORMAN FOSTER
fctnres Preienntion

Wetter end fireded by

TODAY—Doris Day

A Lippert F

Shows at; 2.00-6.35-7.50

Wednesday Night is
“FAMILY NIGHT"

Children (Under 12) FREE
When Accompanied by Parents

“APRIL IN PARIS"
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WALDO THEATRE:
&
WALDOBORO—TEL. 100
'
1 Svery Evening at 6.00. Matinee* 5tSaturday at 2.00. Sunday at 3.00 .

TUES.-WED.-THURS.
JANUARY 6-7-8
I Clifton Webb, Ruth Hussey, }
I Debra Pagel. Robert Wagner .
in
¥
(
“STARS AND STRIPES
1
FOREVER”
J The Story of John Philip Sousa A
In Technicolor

FRIDAY AND SATURDAY JJANUARY 9-10
ABBOTT AND COSTELLO i
MEET CAPTAIN KIDD”
Co-Starring Charles Laughton.
Fran Warren
In Super Cinecolor

Considerable study is being made
of the mourning dove in states
where it Is considered a game bird
and there Is much present concern
over their annua! decrease, which
through disease, predation poach
ing and severe hunting points to
extinction ultmately without Nation
Wide protection

Charles Head, warden supervisor
of tills area will be pleased to hear
this.
Fred Vlnal phoned to me Satur
day afternoon with the good news
that there are beavers on Vinal
haven It is no secret and I feel at
liberty to announce it here, for I
am sure no real sportsman would
molest these remarkable animals
in such an unusual location.
During our pleasant talk Fred
asked me if a lone beaver would
be likely to build a beaver house;
those usually conical constructions
in which they dwell and feed dur
ing the winter and Into the breed
ing and rearing season
I have usually associated the
urge to build with at least a pair oi
beavers. This may not be the case
however, for in the construction of
a dam. which usually is the first
indication that beavers are present
in a certain area, a single beaver
whether it be an "old batchelor" or
an "old maid.” might erect a house
for sole occupancy and with high
hopes that they might later share
it w’ith a mate.
Fred also asked me If 1 knew how
the beaver came to be there.
Within recent years it has been
the practice of the Fish and Game
Department to live trap beavers
who were declared to be injuring
property, or otherwise a nuisance
during closed season and move
them to some other part of the
county. I believer a pair of beavers
were released on Monroe's Island
not many years ago. However they
didn’t like the States choice of a
home and I later discovered the
trades ot one beaver on Sheep
Island.
It seems hardly probable that the
Vinalhaven beaver is one oi these,
for although they are tireless
swimmers, I hardly believe they
would attempt to cross Penobscot
Bay with the main land only a mile
away.
Quite likely the State has re
leased one or more beavers on
Vinalhaven. Such an event would
not necessarily be made public but
the information would be available
to the public on request
What I'd like to know from my
Vinalhaven readers is more about
It's beaver (or beavers.)
If there is but one and it is doing
well. I shall try to get It a mate,
for if the State released one there
they have the records of it's sex
and age.
I spent one summer on Crockett's
Point, around Dogfish Island and
the Nate Dyer place when I was a
young man and I should say Vinal
haven could be a lonesome place for
a beaver, but it never happened to
me there. Come to think of it. the
first smelts I ever dipped in my
life I got in a brook at Seal Cove.
As I am drawing this column to
a close I have been informed quite
reliably that early ice fishermen at
Chickawaukie Lake are catching
among other fish, a number of
brown trout mostly of recent stock
ings. Thia condition Is one long
looked forward to by members of
Knox Oounty Fish and Game Asso
ciation who are striving for good
fishing the year around for citizens
of this area and those who
patronize lt as a vacation spot.
Chickawaukie has been stocked
with around 9000 brown trout over

Camden Theatre

Today and Wednesday

WILLIE A JOE In
The Hilarious New Adventures
of Those Laughable. Lovable
Dog-Faces!

“BACK AT THE FRONT”
With Tom Ewell, and Haney
[.embed, — Plus Cartouu

There will be a rehearsal of the
ree team of the Rebekahs on
Wednesday even:ng at 7 p. m. All
members are urged to attend.
The Good Cheer Class of the
Congr r.iional Church will meet
Wednesday night at the Parish
house Thr hostesses will be Miss
Marion Spurling. Miss Edith Arey^'Mrs. Orlor. Wadsworth and Mrs.
Hamilton Foster.
A)
Mrs. Grace and son Charlie of
Clark Island have taken an apart
ment on Mountain street for the
winter.
The Chadavae Club ol the Chestdi Street Baptist Church will meet
a the church parlor Wednesday
night for their regular meeting.
. e.-eded by a covered dish supper
a: 630
The Freeman Herrick Camp and
Auxiliary will meet at the Legion
Hail Wednesday, Jan. 7, with sup
per at 6 p. m. Tliose attending are
asked to bring prizes.
Mr. and Mrs. E. A. Dow of Bos' . . : i pending a few weeks at
heir home on Sea street.
I
The monthly meeting of the
Catholic Womens Club of Our Lady
oi Good Hope Church will tie held
in the church hall, Wednesday
Jan. 7 at 7.30 p. m.
Firemen's Supper
The annual Firemen's supper was
held on Friday night with approxlmaielj- 110 business men and fire
men attending Tire annual meet
ing and election of officers was
held Saturday night at the Alien
Payson Fire Station with the fol
lowing officers elected: Chief. Allen
Payson; assistant chief, Maurice H.
Robbins, second assistant, Clarence
M
..I .retary and treasurer*,
'’.fliarrts; Engine No. l"
Capt Roy Crabtree; Lt. Wesley
Barter: Engine No. 2. Capt. Willis
Morse: Lt Robert Crabtree; Laddt tru k, Capt. Robert. Munroe: Lt.
Percy Luce; Engine No. 3. Capt.
Charles Dailey Lt. Charles Chap
in.; Ht.o Truck. Capt. Philip Leon
ard; Jeep. Capt. Raymond Man*
ning; Steward Leroy Ailey. Lovell
Thompson was made an honorary
m mber and will serve as house
mar. at the station during a fire.
Masonic Assembly
There will be a Masonic Assembly
Thu a night The committee will
■ -ins-s. of Mr and Mrs. Leland
Har<x4f
mas and Mr and Mrs. Edwin
Webber, all of Rockland. Those not
ucited. please bring sandwiches
d

KNOX COUNTY

Readers are calling for a winter
heading for this column. Some of
the requests are quite flattering;
"How about a ’thumbnail’ portrait
of yourself at the head of the
column?" writes one lady. Jesse
Sleeper wants me to use the chick
adee and there are numerous other
ideas.
How about a nice photograph of
a winter scene? Or had you rather
I'd put in a picture of some mid
summer trout stream Just to keep
my fishing readers encouraged?
Anyway I will take it up with
the publisher

w

’
Photo courtesy James A. Moore
Arrangements for the Finnish-American Dance for the benefit of nolio sufferers are progre- ing rapidly.
Member.- of the various coinniiitees mel Monday night at the Community Building, to talk over detailed
plar.
Shown above are, front row, left to right: Mrs. Inez Harden. liorkland; Mrs. Ella I each, Warren;
Mrs. Jack Ivari. Union, and standing: George It. Parsons, campaign direr tor, Rockland, and Wesley Green
of Warren.

KNOX DELEGATION AI AUGUSTA

Hadlock Speaker

Museum Director Before
Warren Women In Black
Harding, Low Candidates For Attorney
Mansion Lecture
General and House Floor Leader
Wendell Hadlock. director of the
Maine legislators gathered in Au- the third time
Vista last evening for meetings: Joseph Robinson.. Jr., of St
preliminary
the opening of leg-' George will be representing the
-Mature today. Knox County of- islands and St. George this session,
fered two candidates for offices. I Ray Ludwig of Hope will return to
Tiie first announced was Frank F represent
Camden. Hope
anti
Harding, new member of the Sen- Appletonate and former member of the
Leroy McCluskey of Warren will
Le isiature, who seeks the attorney; be at Augusta for the first time or.
■eneral's berth Seth Low of Rock- ! behalf of the citizens of Warren,
land, entering his second -term in Rockport. Union and Washington,
the Legislature, is reported to be
Low said tliis week that he incampaigning for the position of tended to introduce a bill which
floor leader.
I would require members of the
Representing Rockland with Low ( boards of registration of voters to
in the Legislature will be Miss go to incapacitated persons in their
D -i :r. Lawry who is the city's I homes to register them for voting
second woman legislator in recent Miss Lawry had previously said
. ears.
that she w ould support such a bill.
ii.i.;>l. Winchenpaw 'f Friendsltip
Under the present law. board
will b back on familiar ground as members are not forbidden to regrepresents the class towns of*Thcm- ister In the homes, but are not reaston, South Thomaston, Owl's j quired to do so If they decide OtherHead Friendship and Cushing for ! w ise.

Farnsworth Museum. Rockland,
illustrated his talk on the Black
Mansion of Ellsworth, with colored
slides. Thursday night at the
January meeting of the Warren
Woman’s Club, which was held at
the Congregational Chapel. Mr
Hadlock was presented by Mrs
Herbert Emmons, program chair
man of the evening
At the business meeting. Mrs.
Sidney Wyllie was named a com
mittee on the defense bond project,
and Mrs Fred Perkins. Jr., and
Mi’s. George Buck, a committee on
Americanism.
Mrs Harold Drewett. club chair
man on civil defense, distributed
bianlts to club members to ascer
tain what each will be able to as
sist in, should an emergency arise
Refreshments were served by Mrs
Edwin Gammon. Mrs. Maynard
Leach and Mrs, Albert White. '

ROCKPORT
MRS KENNETH WENTWORTH
Correspondent
Telephone Camden 2483

Tigers Set For What May Be Their Tough

est Game Ot the Season; DiRenzo
Commends Squad For Its Spirit
Mike DiRer.zo's court squad at
Rockland High, fresh from their
victory over Camden take on what
will probably be their toughest op
ponent to date at Community
Building tonight. Coach Charlie
Katsiaficas brings his outfit up from
Ellsworth. By Mike's own words,
they art- tops m court teams of
this season's crop.
Mike commented Monday night
that while he hasn't the fastest
team of his coaching career at
Rockland, the boys are in there
pitching every minute and are the
best bunch of kids, as a squad, he
has had yet.
Mike feels that he has plenty of
material for top teams in the years
ahead and that the boys are gain
ing in court skills every week
Five of the squad, including Capt.
Floyd Johnson, are seniors. Four
are in their junior year and five, as
recent years. By now some of them
should be in the four to five pound
class.
Most winter catches will be of
the later stockings in lengths from
10 to 15 inches.
It is legal to keep these after
Feb 1 and it is hoped that catches
before that date will be returned to
the water. Sportsmen don't need to
be asked to do this.
Tiie program for making Chick
awaukie an outstanding brown trout
water Is in the making. Out-of
season poaching could "queer” it
at the very beginning.
Let’s all co-operate In the spirit
of good sportsmenshlp

A man with a long face can't be
very broadminded
Money Is not a problem—as long
as you don't have it.

SOCIAL DANCE

OWL'S HEAD GRANGE HALL
TONIGHT, JANUAfiY 6
Music by Hawaiianaires
Admission by Donation
EVERYONE WELCOME

sophomores, have two full years of
court contests ahead of them
Assistant coach Jerry Audet has
some promising material coming
along in the Ja.vvees and should
add much to the first string crew
next year
The program of organized basket
ball for eight to 12 year olds which
Mike is running in his capacity
as city recreation director aided by
Audet, should produce men for the
high school squads, well trained in
the fundementals of the sport
There isn't a trace of a defeatist
attitude in the whole Tiger squad
•and they are playing every game in
i a tough schedule with but one
thought and that is a win if they
j can do it.

O. E. S. Elections

Meeting Scheduled For
Friday Evening
Golden R°d Chapter, Eastern
Star, will hold Its annual meeting
and election of officers Friday eveI ning at the Masonic Temple,
j Supper will be served at 6.30 p. m..
with Mrs AJia Dirnick as chairman
of the committee Members who
i have not been solicited are re
quested by Mrs. Dimick to bring
sweets.
Alter the supper a memorial ser
vice will be held. Following the
meeting, the playlet to be given
by the men and which had to be
postponed on the night of The Big
.Fire, will be presented

F. N Robert Barlett of the USS
Power left Sunday for the Newport
Naval Base after visiting with his
parents. Mr and Mrs. William
Bartlett of Beech Hill. Robert has
been on a four months cruise to
Northern Europe and took part in
the O,relation Maine Brace and the
Operation Long Step.
Miss Judy Grey returne ‘ Sunday
to Farmington State Teachers' Col
lege after spending the holidays
with her parents. Mr. and Mrs
'Otis Grey.
Edward Ausplund, Jr., has re
turned to Burdett's Business School,
Boston, after spending the holidays
with his parents. Mr. and Mrs
Edward Ausplund.
Mr. and Mrs Vernon Kenney and
daughter Janie and Miss Marlon
Upham visited in Brunswick Sun-

day with Mr.and Mrs. Lewis Sim
mons and family.
M: i Carolyn Richards returned
Sir. :.iv to Westbrook Junior Col
lege m Portland, after spending the
holidays with her parents. Mr. and
Mrs Roland Richards.
A ate Christmas dinner was held
recently at the home of Mr. and
Mrs William Bartlett when their
.- in, Robert Bartlett of the USS
Power arrived home on leave. The
tests were: Mr. and Mrs Paul
Dcu :» of Gardiner, Mr and Mrsj
Robert Philbrook and childreir
Billy and Alan of Rockland, Mrs
"ertha Bartlett. Mrs. Clara Cox of
Camden. Mr and Mrs. Karl Park?rd and M^s Betty Lawton. .
The Girl Scouts will meet Tues'ay ni'-ht at 7 o'clock at the Bap
tist Church.

The New
CHISHOLM’S SPA
IS NOW OPEN

From 7 A. M

*

Maio^-General Frank E. Lowe
"KOREA AS I SAW IT"

RETURN ENGAGEMENT
Sponsored by

Rockland Chamber of Commerce

Hotel Thorndike
FRIDAY, JANUARY 9
6.30 P

M

Every Tuesday Night
Minimum Prize $2.50
SPECIAL GAMES
Two Cents a Card.
WILLIAMS-BRAZIER POST
NO. 37
Thomaston Nat'l Bank Building
1-T-U

«

SPEAKER
BUFFET SUPPER
For Reservations Cal! 1137 or 1485

NEW GROUP NOW FORMING FOR
WINTER

game party

to 1 A. M.
1’3

TERM

Classes in all (curses will start January 19. Special atten
tion to veteran students under the new law. We urge you to
call or phone tiie «hoot for anv needed information. Got our
Specialized Training that opens to you many fine positions in
the business world. Low in Cost, High in Results.

ROCKLAND SCHOOL of
COMMERCE
ROY E. ADAMS,
245 MAIN STREET
DAY AND EVENIN

ineipal

TELEPHONE 148
CLASSES

Tuesday-Thursday-Saturday
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Mr'. Donald Kelsey Sr. and Mrs
Donald Kelsey Jr. entertained at a
I family party Friday evening at the
Kelsey home on North Main street,----------------------------honoring Mrs. Arm Reed’ Gustin . .
i . .
, ,
r-» j •
z- l I
.
I
Invited were: Mrs. Carl Reed, Sr., Mr. and Mrs. henry Phinney Celebrated
Mrs. Paul Seavey. Mrs. Sylvia Wot
Quietly At Grace Street Home
ton. Mrs. Harry Webster and Mrs
The V.'oman s Mission Circle of
Mr. and Mrs. Frederic C. Lewis of Peter Reed. Sr, Owl's Head, Mrs
the Fii^t Baptist Church will meet 11 Knox street returned Sunday : Benjamin Reed, Mrs Carl Reed.
Mr. and Mrs. Henry I. Phinney of sonage in Bremen
in the church parlors Wednesday from Brookilne, Mass., called there ' Jr., Mrs. Earl Sukeforth, Jr., Mrs
14 Grace street very quietly obThe first 23 years of their marDavid
Holden.
Mra.
Ci
tar
let,
B
by
the
death
of
Mr.
Lewis
’
brother,
at 2.30 p. m„ with Mrs. Ansel Young
served their 50th wedding annlver- tied life was spent at Boothbay
Carver.
Mrs.
Charles
W.
Carver
and
Charles G. Lewis, who died New
in charge of the program
sary Saturday. At first no special i Harbor where Mr. Phinney was in
Year s Day. Ht- was an attorney in Miss Beverly Manning of Rockland.
observance was planned due to thc | the wholesale fish business, the
Mrs.
Rita
Wallace.
Northeast
Har

the
firm
of
Warner-Stackpole.
Mrs. Phyllis Anderson, president
fact that their children, with one next 11 years in Gloucester, Ma-'s,
bor.
Mrs.
Sadie
Dreyer,
Haddon

of South End PrA has called a Stetson & Bryant, Boston.
field. N. J , Mrs. George Sprague. exception, lived af a cor.riderable where he was in the same business.
board meeting. Jan. 1 at 730 p. m.,
distance.
Harold R. Phinney. They moved to Rockland 19 years
at the South Shool. On Jan. 12.; Edwin LiCbv Relief Corps will Mt, Kisco. N. Y , Mrs Frank Mac- C.B M. is stationed at the Coast a o. Mr. Phinney retiring in 1945
Monmouth and Mrs. Franthe PTA will meet at 8 o'clock with meet Thursday night for Installs- ‘
Guard Bate at Ketchikan, Alaska: i became of ill health.
Mrs. Millls t cl' McNamara, Bangor A large
a pane! discussion, students and tion of officers.
Mrs. Thelma Gray. Gloucester,
Mr. Phinney is a Pa t Master of
stork
holding
its
traditional
bundle
parents participating. The students
Mas;.:
Mrs.
Eleanor
Lyons.
Bos

the
Boothbay Harbor Masonic
will also entertain with a musical Mrs Eliza Plummer who will act made an amu.s,ng centerpiece for ton and Luther O. Phinney, Somer ' Lodge and a Past Patron of tlie
the
’
buffet
luncheon
tabic.
Mrs
program. The annual card party to ! a State conductor. Mrs. Gert
ville. Maine
■ Eastern Star.
be held this month will be under rude Salo will preside over the Gustin received many lovely and
However. Mr. and Mrs. Luther
Mrs. Phinney Is a member of the
useful gifts.
Corps,
with
her
staff
of
officers,
the chairmanship of Mrs. Beverly |
Phinney and daughter Joan arrived Bremen Methodist Church and P.i-t
Boothbv and Mrs. Virginia Kunesh. during 1953 Supper at 6 o'clock.
The Holiday Club's New Year's Saturday afternoon bearing a Matron of the Boothbay Harbor
Ball
was a gala affair with 29 handsome anniversary cake and ' Eastern Star. She has been a
Robert
Selig
and
Mio
and
Mrs.
M.s, Kay Young 1 a surgical
They were Joined for sup ! successful corsetiere for tite past 25
members
present. Isadore Poust giftH J. O'Rourke of Reno. Nevaaa
patient at Knox Hospital
per
by
Walter Priest of Rockiand. ! years.
• are guests of Mr. and Mrs. Michael *as chatrnian assisted by Charlotte
Mr. and Mrs. Phinney ho from
They have seven grandchildren,
Gordon
and
Essie
Dondis
in
charge
The Ambassadors for Christ of DiRenzo. Mr. Selig is Mrs. DiGloucester, Ma's., and she the for one. Miss Barbara Gray, who wil!
of
refreshments
with
Harry
Gerthe First Baptist Church enjoyed Renzo's father and made the long
mer Frances Oster, daghter of Mr return from Denmark this month
a social and skating party Friday - trip to sec his new grandchild, rish in charge of dancing. The
and Mrs. Luther Os.er of Bremen, after completing a two-year asmembership
cards
were
presented
evening after which they wore en- . Caroline Ann. born recently,
at the stroke of eleven. Havener's were married Jan. 3. 1903 by Rev. I signment as secretary to the US.
tertained at the home ol Oracle .
------Noah Atwood at the Method: t par- Ambassador to Denmark
Philbrook. Thomaston street. Those
Miss Bernice Newoorg of Arling- orchestra furnished music for
dancing.
The
next
regular
affair
pre-ent were- Dirk Von Dohlen, j ton. Mass., and South Thomaston.
Miss Beverly Merchant and Miss
Capt. Mary S. Emery entertained
Robert Crie. Bob Merriam, Elaine Is a medical patient at Peter Bent will be the Washington’s Birthday
function, in February
Anna Heino. who spent the holi- ■ members of her family and r.e.rhHarjuld. Carol Elwell, Mildred Brigham Hospital and would a;>days at their Rockland homes left bor at a New Year’s Eve. At Home,
Copeland. Lucille Sewall. Janice predate hearing from friends. Her
Richard Robarf. a sophomore Sunday to resume their teaching' Thursday afternoon from 2-4 a:
Stanley, Ray Pendleton, Charlotte ' address is Peter Bent Brigham
duties in North Haven. Conn
her Crescent Beach home. Calling
Cook, Johnny Blackman, Graeie . Hospital. 721 Huntington Avenue. at Bowdoin College, returned to
Brunswick Monday after spending
during the afternoon were Mrs. Le
Philbrook
Bo'ton. Mass. Room A 26
Albert McCarty of Dover. N. H. roy Tolman. Misses Glady-. Jose
the Christmas and New Years re
The Albert H. Newbert Associa cess with his parent' Mr. and Mrs. spent the weekend with his parents phine and Mary Tolman, Mr. and
A. 3c Milton J. Proctor, who spent
Mr and Mrs. David I. McCarty. Mrs. Richard Emery and son
tion
nut Friday night in Masonic A M. John on
the holidays with his parents. Mr.
Broadway
Booby. Mr. and Mrs James W
Temple
with
Mr:
George
Bean.
and Mrs. Howard Proctor, has re
The installation of the officersEmery. Mr and Mrs. Arthur
Mrs.
Frank
Maxey,
Mrs.
Ernest
■
turned to his duties in the UB. Atr
elect of the Auxiliary to the Canton , Lloyd Kennlstdn left Monday for Er willow' and Mr. ar.d Mrs Geor <■
Force. He was flown to Atlanta. Buswell. Mrs. Richard Havener and Lafayette. P. M„ will be held Wed Husson College, Bangor after
Sleeper
Mr-.
Neil
Novicka
in
charge
of
Qa.. by hi' brother-in-law. Lt. Her
nesday night.
Rich Auxiliary spending the holidajs with bis par
the
supper.
A
social
evening
fol1
bert Bunker. From there Milton
member may invite a guest. The ents. Mr. and Mrs. Harry P. Ken- ' The. W C.T.U. will meet Friday at
took a commercial plan? to his new lowed the business meeting. Pres usual Slipper preceding the meet- . niston.
2.30 p. m. with Mrs. Louise Ingra
ent
w
r:
Mr.
and
Mrs.
H.
J.
Blod

assignment. His address is: A/3c
ing will be omitted in favor of re
ham, 25 Lindsey street. The Worgett
Mr.
and
Mrs.
Henry
Jordan;
Milton J. Proctor, AF2120C703, Ht
Mrs. A. W. Parsons of Crescent i ship Service will be conducted by
freshments following the installa
Mr.
and
Mrs
Walter
Dimlck,
Mr.
So. See. «901<:. Kirtland A.F.B
tion.
Beach is t.siting her daughter and
.vnta Brazier. Plan for a
and Mrs. Winfield Chat-to. Mr. and ,
New Mexico
,
son-in-law. Mr. and Mrs. John C meinbersltlp earrpamt will be
M. Allan Rorgerson, Mr. and
Mr. and Mrs. Buddie J Miller f-'-uu
« ! - '' ‘ h
M*J drafted ar.d a discussion of legisla
Lt Commander and Mrs. Jasper Mr. George Bean. Mr. and Mp. have bought the Haskell house at
tive prospect- for the New Year and
Mr. and Mrs. Sal Sulka and i
D Akers will leave Rockland Erniat Buswell. Mr and Mrs. Frank 45 South Main street and w ill occu
introduction of the new study
Maxey.
Mr
and
Mrs.
Leland
Drinkdaughter Joy were itics; of Mr. |
py it in tlie near future.
Thursday for several weeks’ visit
book "Then and Now.”
Arthur Nelson of Portland over
with friends and relatives in Rhode water. Mr. and Mrs. Ralph Clark
Mr.
and
Mr
William
Koster,
Mr
Deirdrc
Alice,
daughter
of
Mr.
and
New
Years.
Mr.
and
Mrs.
Sulka
Island, Virginia ai.d Washington.
Mr. and Mrs. Claron Shaw hatD. C. While in Washington a per and Mrs. George Gav. Mr. and Mrs. Mrs. D. Robert McCarty, was bap attended a hotn» . arty and New returned to their home on North
sonal contact will be made In be Ravmond Watts. Mr and Mrs. tized Sunday afternoon at 3 o’clock Year's Eve dance at Temple Beth M.i::t street after spending the holi
half of the American Legion- for George St. Clair. Mrs. Richard in St. Bernard's Catholic Church E! in Portland.
day and week end with their
Mrs. Elsie Yarr. the maternal
visiting ships during the Legion Havener. Mra. Millie Thomas. Mrs.
daughter and son-in-law, Mr. and
grandmother, was the godmother
■Mr. and Mrs. Abe Small spent ■
Convention to be held ji Rockiand Belle Frost. Mr . Gertrude Pay on.
.sirs John Van Vllet In Framing
Mrs Nellie Dow. Mrs. Hattie Da and Albert McCarty of Dover, N. H . New Yeai 'r Eve in Portland a ham. Mass.
in June.
ve:. Mrs. Gertrude Boody, Mrs. uncle of the child, was the god ’.nests of Mr ’.in:' Mr. M. Bhtmenthal and attended a Ney, Year’s
Red Cross Shoe Sale the week Golden Munro, Mrs. Neil Novicka, father
MISS HELEN L. CARR
Eve ball
Mis Katherine Veazle and Carl
only at the Quality Shoe Shop.
Miss Helen L. Carr. 76. of Elliot'
Midshipman
Donald.
Merchant
3-4 Morse. The annual meeting will
Little Joy Suite was tendered street, Thomaston, died at her home
be held Feb. 6 In Temple Hall with who spent the holiday recess from
the
Maine
Martime
Academy
with
an
unexpected birthday party at on Monday morning
'Mrs. William Koster, chairman of
The daughter of Thomas and
his
parents,
Mr.
and
Mrs.
Sidney
her grandma Nel.-on’s home in
the supper
I’ll Be Seeing You
L Cullen, Bread street, Itad as Portland on Jan. 2. Joy was five Elizabeth (Elliotti Carr, the de
\T WAR EN LIONS CUD
Grand Bargains In the Better , weekend guest Midshipman C. Ray- years old and had sewn little ceased carried on the insurance
AUCTION
Hat: Clc.ing out of entire stock.' tnond Dowd, Jr., of Westerly, R I. gue ts from that clt;. Games ar.d business formerly conducted by her
FI1IDAY, JANUARY 16
Choke $203 and $3.00 Sarah Lin- They both returned to Castine refreshments were enjoyed- by the late father and was also prominent
in musical circles in Knox County.
nell Hat Shop. Copper Kettle. 3-lt; Sunday.
little folks.
She is survived by her cousins, the
Capt. Mary S Emery left today Elliott family of Thomaston.
Funeral services will be held at
by automobile for Orlando. Fla.
where she wil! spend the winter St. John's Episcopal Church In
wdth Mrs. William Witherspoon. Thomaston at 10 o’clock Thursday
7-A Her adidres will be 1101 West morning with Rev. Ernest O Ken
yon officiating. Interment will be
Stetson Avenue. Or'ando. Fla
in the Village Cemetery in Thom
The
Opportunity
Class
of aston.
thc First Baptist Church has post
Friends may call -at the late resi
•
•
9t
poned Its meeting which was to dence Wednesday evening, from 7
air —
have been held Thursday night to 9 o’clock.
until Jan. 15 in order that the
MRS. ALICE M. PAUL
members may attend the ' World
Funeral services will be held
Week Of Prayer Service” that
night which is being held in thc i Wednesday at 2 p m. from Laite
Funeral Home in Camden for Mrs.
church this week
| Alice M. Paul of Camden who died
The Methodist Church will hold Saturday. Rev. Melvin Dorr. D. D„
a family night supper Wednesday is to officiate. Burial will be in
at 6 o'clock with Mrs Fiancis Mountain View Cemetery.
$2.50
Mrs. Paul, 81, was born in Med
Havener and Mrs. George Mank
oo-chairnien. They will be assisted ford, Mass., Nov. 9, 1871 to Oliver
by Mrs. H. V. Tweedde, Mrs Merle and Mary Whitmore. She has lived
VALUE
Conant, Mrs. Horace Coombs, Mrs in Camden the past 71 years.
Alfred MaoFarland, Mrs Harold
She had taught Sunday School
Whitehill. Mrs. Leland Trask, Mrs at the Chestnut Street Baptist
Jo cph Hamlin. Mr- Fred Knight Church for the past. 40 years and
Mrs. William Kester. Mrs. Gerrhom had been a member of the church
\
Nov/ you can have Barbizon's famous patented
Rollins. Mrs. Pearl Studley, Mrs. ; for 60 years. She had long been a
classic style in four colors! The 4-gore
Lillian MoCurdv and Mrs. Otho member of Eastern Star and was
Hatch Immediately after the sup- one of the oldest matrons of the
alternating bias cut conforms to fit you
4$ |xr the Junior girls will present order in Camden.
She is survived by her husband,
i 'The Captured Year." given under
beautifully, the skirt stays down no matter how
the direction of Mrs Webster John J Paul of Camden
jfc Mo'.mtfort At thc conclusion of
you twist or turn. In Barbizon's smooth
Whether high speed causes ac
z;: ■ the program there will be a meetacetate and rayon crepe, double stitched
“k i ing of the executive board of thc cidents may be debatable, but that
it makes them worse isn't.
fr. ws.es.
on top for extra long wear.

OBSERVED IHEiR FIFTIETH

Betrothed

Social Matters

ONE WEEK ONLY
' Bryn
your favorite Tl„i,

four seasons of the year
$919

In your "Body Contour"* dress size ...
Choose Bryn Fair in all colors.

In Barbizon's 21
"Bcdy-Contour"* Dress Sizes

%
7

.>;3f
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NEWCOMB-ANDERSON
Beneath a wedding bell of white
chrysanthemums in a wedding at
the home of her parents. Mr. and
,,
,
,
Mrs. Lester Anderson, of 38 Rus-

Mlss Marlene J. Davis

Mr. and Mrs. Ralph H Davis of
Friendship. announce the engagement of their daughter. Marlene. J
Davis to Robert L. Stenger, son of
Mr. and Mrs. Charles II. Stenger.
also of Friendship.
Miss Davis graduated from Wal
doboro High School in 1949. and is
now a student nurse at the Mel
rose General Hospital Melrose,
Mass.
Mr. Stenger attended Waldoboro
High School and Roberts Technical
Institute of Boston and is now employed at the Seaview Garage in
Rockland.
No date has been set for the wed
ding

•ell street. M.v Charlotte Anderson
became the bride of David A Newcomb, son of Mr. and Mrs. Charles
D. New mm b of Dove: N. H, on
Nov 23
Rev Edwin T. Anthony performed the 5 o’clock .double-ring
ceremony and a reception for 103
guests followed
The bride was gowned in white
velvet and her fingertip veil of
net and illusion was caught to a
coronet studded with reed pearls
She carried a earade of white
chrysanthemums centered wdth a
white orchid ar.d was given in marriage by her father.
The bride’s sister-in-law. Mrs.
Lester Anderson of this town, was
matron of honor
She wore a
cerise gown and a wreath of lavender chrysanthemums and carried a
bouquet of lavender chrysanthemums.
The bride's mother chose a royal
blue crepe rfrevs fqr her daughter’s
wedding, and wore a corsage of

pale, pink orchids. The bridegroom's mother wore wine, with
matchin8 accessories, and a corsage of chrysanthemums.
„ . . „
.
„
Robert Ramsdel. of Bo ton was
man. The bride’s brother,
Lester F Anderon and the bridegroom’s brother, Lt. Marie Newcomb
of Maryland, were ushers.
Guests from Maine, New Hampthlre. Connecticut, and area were
served a buffet hatcheon in the
dlnhig room of the Anderson home,
which was decorated with snapdragons and chrysanthemums,
Mrs. Newcomb is a graduate of
Plymouth High School and the
American Optical School, and has
been employed at a local store. Mr
Newcomb, a graduate of the Maine
Maritime Academy, served as a
lieutenant In the Merchant Marine
service during World War n. He
attended Northeastern University
and Franklin College In Indiana,
and Is now employed at thc Memorial Press Old Colony Memorial Press.
(Mr. Newcomb was a popular
tudent of Rockland HUh School,
going from here to the Maine Maritime Academy ]

MRS. EVA R. LORD
K.
<Z
/
/- ££
Mrs Eva R Lord. 63, widow of
Y eCl F S COflGe
Elmer Lord, of 35 North Main
------street, died Sunday The deceased. The Rubinstein Club Made
who formerly resided In Bath, had
Charming Observance Of
lived hn Rockiand for four years.
Annua! Custom
Born in Nova Scotia as the
daughter of William and Hannah
New Year's morning the Rubin
Bezanso, she is survived by two stein C’.ub held it. annual coffee
sons and five daughters: Stanley ,
at tlie Uulversalist Church. It was
Prest, Rockland; Ernest Prest, with
the U. S. Army in Germany; Mrs. , a gala affair with 40 members
Florence Berry, Dexter: Miss Alice present and two special guests.
Won High Honor Prest. Rockland; Mrs. Evelyn Oal- Mrs Loui<’« Colgan, State Prestlant, New Bedford, Mass.; Mrs. '-''nt of the National Federation of
Leona Orne Of Friendship Francts-ditmtion. Bath; and. Miss Music Clubs, and Miss Louise
Pauline Prest. a nurse in the U. S Armstrong, part president
Was Second In State
The tables were attractively
Army and stationed at Oakland,
Contest
decorated by Miss Dorethy Lawry.
Calif.
, Leona Ornc. youngest daughter
Funeral services will be held on Mr; Beulah Ames and Mrs. Lltza
of Alfred Orr.e of Friendship. Thursday, at 1 p. nt., from the Dans '’ardivoulis pour'd. Mr Colgan
placed second ta thc State Grange Funeral Home in Rockland with and Mi‘s Armstrong graciously exSewir.g Conte t held recently in the Rev. James C. Daglno of the Pre‘s<ld their pleasure at being
Augusta. X?iss Orae’s dress, a two- Littlefield Memorial Baptlat Church !>re-ent 83 quests.
Thy following urogram, under
piece.sport outfit in orange ar.d officiating. Interment wil! be in
the able direction of Misc Marion
aqua plaid, was first exhibited in Oak Grove Cemetery. Bath.
Ginn was much enjoyed:
the Acorn Grange oontest and wa
-----------------Piano Duet—‘‘Polonaise.”
sent from there to Pomona and
MISS CORA E. HALL
Sprors
State Grange.
A well-known retired Rockland
Mrs Nettle Averill
This contest is sponsored each g-jux,! teacher, Miss Cora E Hall,
Mrs. Faith Berry
war by the National Grange and dled ?udttenlv 1>f. 22 at Clearwa- Vo™1 Scl(»,.
Remembrance’ and "The Year's
pr,zes are given by the Sears Roe- ter, p-ia , ^dtere she hud passed the
At the Spring,
buck Foundation and the J. and past 15 winters with her brother.
Gen. Kenneth Lord
P Goats Co. Leona ha already Georce II.:.’. Funeral services were Accompanied bv Mrs. Lord who
received a cavh prize and red held Dec. 23 at 7 p. m. at Mas;
also composed the music
ribbon from the State Orange and cha/>e, in Clearwater with a targe Soprano Solos—
Cut of the Dusk To You."
in line for other awards
attendance of friends and neigh- ,
Dprothv Lee
"Christopher Robin Ls Saying
bor from Clearwater and Si. PetHis Prayers,"
Simpson
MRS LENA M. GOODMAN
er.'burg, as well as the members of
sung bv Miss Jean Hutchins, a stu
Lena Mitchell Goodman, wife of the Shuffleboard Club. Interment; dent at the Maine Medical Cen
Luther E. Goodman of Catnden. was in the Aehorn Cemetery In
ter Schoo! of Nur e; Portland,
died Saturday in a local hospital.
Rockland. Rev. H. W. Blackburn. I and a guest of Mi. Katherine
VaePhail.
Funeral services will be conducted d.d., of the Clearwater Methodist
Mrs. cleo Hopkins presented a
by the Rev. Haig Nargeiian at St. church officiated.
travelogue, with colored slides, de
Thomas Episcopal Church at 1030
Miss Hall had spent nearly all of
scribing her summer trip to Alaska
a m
the 73 years of her life in Rock- '
. over the Alcan Highway This new
Sue was a native of Sabattus. land and had acquired a very large ; ra3atlon route and Mfs
being born there Dec. 11, 189, to circle of friend with her genuinely ab!(, ,re entatlon mad„
pre entation made this a
Eu;ene and Margaret Currie Mitch- lovable personality and ever pleas‘
ph asing climax to the occasion.
ell. She had made her home In ant and friendly way. She was a
The committee in charge of the
Camden the past 17 years.
kindly woman with the admirable affalr wre
Marian olnn aQd
She had been active in the affairs ability to make and keep friends, Mrs. Mary Garrett, co-chairmen,
of St. Thomas Church, having been she was a member of Pratt Memo- assbted by Mrs. Bettv Hhesler. Mrs.
a member of St. Thomas Altar rial Methodist Church, of the cheever Antes, Miss Dorothy
Guild and St. Margaret's Guild. She Rockland Educational Club, as well I Lawry. Mr ai d M-s Lv'ord Ames
was also a member of .the Ameri- as the Cicarwater Shuffleboard ___ ________________ '. '_______ '
can Legion Auxiliary.
dub. She devoted the active years ton
19 lg87 the #Qn Qf
Surviving are: heT husband and of her life to the teaching profes- Horace and Georgia Frye Allen.
two sons, James H. Goodman and rion in which she excelled.
Surviving are Mrs. Pierson wdth
Kenneth E. Goodman, both of
Surviving is her brother, George
whom he made his home and a
Camden and a daughter. Mrs. Hall of Rockland and Clearwater Mcond
Mra“jo^h Norton
Christine McMullen of Camden.-----------------and a niece, Miss Dorothy Norton,
Four brothers also sumve her.
JOSEPH ALLEN
both of Brighton, Mass. There are
They are: Archie E. Mitchell of
Joseph Allen, native of South also several cousins living In South
East Woodstock. Conn., Clarence niomaston and summer resident Thomaston.
E Mitchell of Camden. William H. there for many years, died In WolFuneral services were held from
Mitchefi of^Sabattus and Theodore !asW)n. Mass Wednesday at the the Davis Funeral Home in RockR. Mitchell of Rockville. Conn home of a sister, Mrs Ber! Pier- land Sunday afternoon with Rev
Also, a sister, Mrs. Elizabeth J.
8011
J. Charles MacDonald officiating.
Smith of East Woodstock. Conn.
Mr Allen had recently retired Burial was in the South Thomaston
from the service of the Edison Cemetery.
MRS. MINNIE G. ARAU
Electric Company which he served
Bearers were: Fred Allen. Janies
Death came to one of Camden s {or many vears as an englneer
williams. Edward Alien and Eugene
oldest residents Saturday. Mrs.
He was born ,n
Thomas.
Qf Soyth Thomaston
Minnie Gitto Arau, at her Belmont______________________________________ _________ _________________
avenue home Saturday.
1 She was born in Messina. Italy, to
Frank Gitto and Vtacenza Bellen: tano, August 25, 1879. She came to
the United States 89 years ago and
! was educated in the schools of
Boston. She had made her home in
CRISP TAFFETAS
. Camden the past 72 years
AND
She was the widow ot Leo J Arau
of Camden
RAYON MATELASSE
Surviving are daughters: Mrs
Marguerite A. Brown and A Luctne
DRESSES
Arau of Camden. Aiso. sons: Louis
TWISSES SIZES
V. Arau of Camden and Anthony F
Arau of Whitman. Mass.
JUST RECEIVED
Matther Gitto of Dorchester..
Mass., a brother, also survives. She
leaves five sisters: Miss Lucy V.
Gitto. Miss Celia Gitto, Mrs Lillian

BURDELL'S DRESS SHOP

€i
- ar/4

Mm
(10- 20)

little tody

Make It a practice to drop in
to our friendlv shop for yonr
grooming needs.

(HK-MWj

KNIGHT'S

Senter- Crane fs

BARBER SHOP
Roger Knight, Prop.
477 MAIN ST.
ROCKLAND

Pampered ... The Way
You’ll Look This Season

Arid that "Pampered" Look is
so easy to have (and to keep!
with our baby-gentle, iong
lasting Permanents.

Permanents, $5. to $15.
GILBERT'S
BEAUTY SALON
Helen Oidls Knight, Prop.
TEL. 142
375 .MAIN 8T
ROCKLAND

viving^
Funeral services will be held from
the residence on Belmont avenue
* Tuesday at 2 p. m. with Rev Georgs
W. Goudreau officiating. Burial
will be in Mountain View Cemetery.

Few men have been able to le3rn
a business from the top down.

In New Location

17 PARK ST. - ROCKLAND
(Opposite Knox Theatre)

Same Friendly Service
TELEPHONE 826

ALL HAIR STYLING DONE BY MR. AL

A psychologist Is a person who
uses ten dollar words to explain a
157-tf
failure caused by laziness.
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"New Worlds"

Gives Safety Tips

Keep Up With Times

Good As Food

DOORS
OPEN
9 A. M.

Chrysler’s Amazing Mobile State Police Tell How To State Extension Services Dr. Bennett Feels Soil Must
Show Seen By Nine.
Drive In Winter With
Trail Many Progressive
Be Fed As Well As
Million ’
Safety
Humans
Farmers
Old Man Winter Is the father of
At the recent annual extension
Dr. Hugh Bennett, formerly head
Chrysler Corporation's touring
“New Worlds ln Engineering” ex twin trouble-makers for street and conference at Madison. Wisconsin. cf th? U.S Soil Con'ervatlon Serv
tricks . .
keep your windshield
hibitions have been seen by nearly
Lauren Soth, ar. editorial writer ice, was recently elected President
Jclin deWinter, Director. Division
of the Sell Conservation Society of
fl.OOO.OCO persons ln 18 cities ln the
for
a leading midwestem paper
of Traffic and Safety, Maine State
America This is a professional
last year and a half.
Police. The twin's names are "Re told his audience that the -State orraniz’tlon of over 4100 members
A survey revealed that ln Seattle.
duced Visibility” and “Inadequate extension services are not changing who devote their time and energies
Washington, the West Coast en- !
Traction”. Ge: wise to these twins’ their programs fast enough to keep to the conservation of two of our
glneering unit had developed in
tricks . . . keep
your
winshield abreast of farm programs. Because most important, yet taken for
ternational appeal as visitors repre
clear by good wiper blades and de of the failure of the extension ser gramed, natural resources —our
senting 26 cities in seven foreign
froster . . . and reduce your speed vices to reach the majority of rank soil and water. The general con
countries, the Hawaiian Islands
on slippery surfaces when the going and file farmers, most farmers are cept of conservation Is the main
the Philippines and Alaska were
gets tough on ice and snow . . lagging far behind the leaders. Ac- j tenance or retention of these re
registered at the exhibit. In Okla
cording to Soth, high income and i
you will need the extra help afford
sources at their pre'-emt leveli
homa City, Oklahoma, recently it
ed by tire chains. Your life depends the most progressive farmers adept
was visited by Kiowa Indians.
new farming practices and research !
P*>
on always being careful.
developmenu after reading about ' ducUv€ capacity or amount. A less
A second $1,000,000 display of
• * • •
"New Worlds in Engineering" was
them but the mass of them must popular concept but one held by
Motorists . . . don't skid yourself!;
created in October, following the
be
persuaded to change their farm members of the Soli Conservation
You can get through this winter
Society and others interested in
tremendous public acceptance of
season without a mishap, if you ing methods. This can be accom con'ervatlon. Is the adoption and
the first unit, which originally wa;
plished
either
by
personal
contact
follow simple rules for safety, say ,
conceived in 1951 for a press show
by soils, crop and f3rm manage carry-out of practices which In
' our State Police. Here are some1
crease the productive capacity of
ing ln Detroit. The insistence ot
| hot tips for cold weather: One ... I ment technician- or by seeing the the soil to the fullest extent. Such
the press prompted the auto com
results
either
on
demonstration
' Get the "feel" of the road. Two . . .
practices include improvement of
pany's decision to present it na
Lengthen distance between cars, i plots or the farms of their neigh soil tilth, increasing its organic
tionally.
Chrysler
Corpcration
bors.
; Three . . . Pump your brakes light- (
executives
attrib’ .e
widespread
While the extension service is re- content and water absorption and
I ly for stopping. Four . . . SignalI
retention capacity and increasing
public response and interest In the
: your Intention to turn. Five . . . sponsible for disseminating to its mineral content and water ab
firs’ unit to the creation of the new
tamers
the
newest
in
agricultural
Use tire chains when sr.ow cr ice
sorption ar.d retention capacity and
show.
I prevails. Six
Keep your wind- experiments and, developments, it increasing its mineral content
The mobile shows have appeared
j shield and rear window clear. Seven is done largely in the form of let through th? application of liming
on both Coasts and in 13 states
ters rather than’ personal contact
... Watch out for pedestrians.
The engineering exhibits have been
and Is therefore much less effective. material, fertilizers, and other
visited by persons from every state
The old adage, "You can lead a minor elements.
Don’t let cold weather chill your
In hi' talk to the members of the
in the Union.
i horse to water but can't make him
chances for safety on the road. Our
The first unit, conceived in May.
i drink" is all too true of most farm- society. Dr. EtrJl Truog of the Uni
State Police uge all motorists to
1951, features Chrysler's C-200, ex
I ers. They can be supplied with all versity ot Wisconsin said, “Fertili
keep a sharp lookout when driving
perimental convertible, a trans
' the latest findings which can lm- zer and lime to the soil is the same
. . . and reduce speed on slippery
parent Plymouth chassis and the
I prove their farming operation, but as food is to man.” Neither one
surfaces Even with the very limited
only woman car stylist with the
no one can make them read it or can grow or be productiv? without
aid of mud-snow tires or the much
Chrysler Corporation, Miss Maxine
put lt into practice even if it is proper rations. According to Dr.
greater
help
of
tire
chains-.
.
.
Regan. This engineering exhibition
Truog, farmers in Wisconsin oould
read.
contains more than 70 animated your speed must be adjusted to
One of the most effective pro save 103 milion dollars of their an
exhibits, many of which can be the road and weather conditions. grams for reaching farmers is the nual livestock feed bill merely by
oper. :ed by the spectator. It ap Take it easy . . . for the life you Agricultural Conservation Program. increasing expenditures for fer
peared in Denver. Colorado, ln save is worth saving . . . it’s your For 1953 each farmer is being con tilizer from 25 to 50 million dol
December and will be in Wichita, own.
tacted by a local person who is a lars. That’s a saving of $3.00 for
• e • e
Kansas, in January.
locally elected and co-operating each additional $1.00 Invested.
Motorists . . . always dim ypur farmer In the program. Together
The second traveling unit of
Liming the soli properly and ade
"New Worlds in Engineering," con lights for others when you drive they ascertain the most needed quately is of tremendous import
taining 100 exhibits, has made two after dark. This rule is especially (conservation practices for that ance to maximum soil conservation
in
winter . . when
appearances since its debut at the important
farm. These are listed and later Dr. Truog believes that the usual
State Fair of Texas, at Dallas, w hen visibility is sharply reduced by reviewed by a committee of farmers recommendation of a pH of 65 Is
lt played at Oklahoma City. Okla longer hours of darkness and fre and assistance approved for those too tow because a pH of 7.0 un
homa and Tulsa. Oklahoma in quent spells of bad weather. Make which will contribute most to in locks more phosphorous ln the soil
December. It is next scheduled for sure too that your automobile tail- creased conservation and produc for plant utilization than any tower
exhibition in Memphis, Tennessee light Is functioning clearly ... or tion. This personal contact and ad pH figure. Thi' released phosphor
before beginning extended engage you may find the driver behind ministration of the program by ous contributes to maximum pro
ments in the South and Southwest skidding into you some snowy night. local farmers with occasional field duction of most crops, particularly
United States, the Corporation an This message is from your State days are effective in the dissemina grasses and legumes while holding
nounced. This show features Chry Police.
tion of Information. Since this pro production co ts to a minimum.
sler’s K-310. the sports club coupe
A sudden change in the weather gram was inaugurated in 1936, the
powered by Chrysler's 310-horseWhile the department of Justice
use of lime on farms has increased
| can cause fog to form above and
power experimental engine.
from three million to nearly thirty is trying to prove that crime does
near bridges which cross rivers or
million tons annually. The applica n't pay the treasury department is
lakes . . . drivers are reminded by
tion of fertilizer and lime to pas suing our most successful gamblers
i
our
State
Police.
The
safetyNot Sub-Standard
ture, grasses, legumes ar.d other for back Income taxes
minded driver is alert to such
conserving crops has increased .......... .. ■
v.- 1
..
■
;
I changes . . . always adjusting his
Coal Towns Of Todav Clean I speed lo f xisling read and weather many fold. In fact all the conserve- tact as well as the financial assistlon practices have increased many tance available for carrying out the
and Mouern Throughout I conditions.
times over due to the personal con- practices.
• • • •
Almost everybody has heard of
When you clear the snow from
the "coal towns." And many peo
your car’s wtndshield . . . wny not
ple still believe that these towns
i clear the rear window as well? The
are Incredibly dreary and run
State Police remind us that it’s
down, and that the great bulk of
I important to know what’s going on
their residents pay high rents
i both ahead and in back of us when
for substandard company-owned
we drive.
houses with an absolute minimum
• • • •
of comforts and conveniences.
Winter-wise motorists know that
That may have been the case I to avoid stalling and to keep out of
once, but it certainly Isn’t typical accidents . . . it’s essential that
now—as a recent feature story in their autos be kept an tip-top
the Louisville Times indicates. Its ! shape . . . and that a safe car must
example is a Kentucky mining also be driven safely. That’s why
town where, as a result of a work the State Police urge all drivers to
ing partnership between th£ com i check their winter safety equip
pany ar.d the miners, excellent ment . . . tire
chains . . . windhomes are obtainable at a very ; shield wipers . . . and defrosters
reasonable cost._
. . then drive with extra care to
The town in question is a “com meet the extra hazards of winterpany town.” But the houses are I time.
t•• • •
owned or are being bought by the
a
miners themselves, at low Interest
Here's a timely bit of Information
rates and modest prices. The com- from our State Police. They report
munity has the usual conveniences that it requires from three to 12
and service we associate with any times the distance to bring a car to
up-to-date town, and its develop- a s:Op on snow or ice as it takes
ment is scientifically planned. Dur- : On dry concrete. Tests by the Nalng the first six months of this tional Safety Council have shown
year the average miner's income— that use of tire chains cuts the
though, incidentally, the mine Is stopping distance about In half . . .
not unionized—was $514 a month. 3Ut even then speed must be ad-;
In addition, the company pays a justed to slippery road conditions
30 cent royalty on each ton of coal Keeping a safe distance between
mined which belongs to the miners cars u important too ... to preand can be used by them in any vent rear-end collisions,
way they wish. Miners who want
....
to can buy company bonds paying
Motorists . . . it’s a good plan to
10 percent Interest. At the same ; give your car a good warm-up betlmc. a miner buying his home fore you venture into the traffic
from the company pays but four stream these winter days, say the
percent on his debt.
State Police. It saves your engine
This is indicative of the fact that wear and tear . . . and reduces
The reserve of power you want when the going sud
bhe American -Oil miner is the danger of motor failure in the
denly gets tougher is here in this new Ford Tractor.
highest paid worker in any com-. midst of traffic.
Just take a look at its new Ford “Red Tiger” engine
parable calling the world around
-----------------His living standards reflect that I Education Is no help—if you
and you'll see why.
i couldn't read the political speeches,
You’ll see a new overhead valve engine, with big
__ __________
you wouldn't know what wrongs
bore and short stroke that cuts the travel of each
Subscribe to The Courter-Oazetu ! you are enduring.
piston approximately 5 miles in a working day, re
ducing friction and helping to make possible greater
power with new economy of gas and oil. You’ll see
an engine with big, rotating exhaust valves, new
lightning-fast governor and dozens of other examples
of advanced engineering. Ignition is completely
weatherproofed. All oil is normally filtered every
time around. The whole engine is extra strong, extra
Cash vdu 6tT
► “Ye«" promptly to 4 out of
»«»>oy
rigid as well as extra powerful.
Monthly
5 employed men end women,
$400
$600
married or tingle, beceuse our
The more you know about tractor engines, the
$46.70
$31.13
15 Mot.
vert experience reducer details
bigger kick you’ll get out of looking over the one
36.69
to minimum. Loan made your
24.46
20 Mos.
Way-Land Mar.' Phone, write, or
Above payment! cover everything:
in the new Ford Tractor. The more you know about
Loan* ot other omovnti or for ether
come in today.
tractors, the better you’ll realize that here is the
periods, are in proportion
Me
learn >'300 and l«»
most modern tractor on today's market Come in
today . .. look it over!

POWER /5W Pur-r-rs
when the going gets tough I

Year’s
Merchant se

WEDNESDAY

i

fe^cnaXr finance co.
Of MAINf

•

»"d TL, (FARNSWORTH MIMORIAl »LtXG.) JSA MAIN St., aOUALANO

■

Phone: 1131
Milas Sawyer. YES MANager
OPEN SATURDAYS UNTIL NOON
Loans made to residents of surrounding towns
----- ---------------------------------- --

G. F. PAYSON
FARM MAC

UNion

TERY DIVISION

MAINE

3-4

jl

After Inventory Clearance—Includes Values That We Were Able To Buy

from Manufacturers At Way Below Regular Cost

GABARDINES

Values to

DRESSES

SILKS

syi

WOOLS

$22.95

s

sn

TAFFETAS

RAYONS
SILKS

SIZES
RAYONS

32 TO 40.

ASSORTED

THESE ARE A
SPECIAL BUY.

COLORS

VALUES TO $6.95
ALL 100% WOOL

COATS
CHECKS

03

GREEN•

SPECIAL BUY

FROM TOP

MANUFACTURERS

SIZES TO 44

VALUES TO 39.75

EVERY COAT 39.75 VALUE

LL Better DRESSES Marked Down
THE BIGGEST VALUE EVER

1
Colors

SOLD FOR AS HIGH AS $4.98
ONE RACK
EVENING GOWNS, SKIRTS,
ROBES, HOUSECOATS,

JACKETS, DRESSES

WOMEN S

HALF PRICE

LINED SUITS
FOR SPRING
AND FALL
SIZES TO 221/j

NYLON HOSIERY
2 pairs $1.

NEW

TRACTOR

DOORS
OPEN
9 A. M.
WEDNESDAY

AH This

HOUSECOATS
VALUES
$2. $5.95
TABLE OF

NO CHARGES

ODDS-ENDS
COME EARLY

DICKIES, GLOVES

NO MEMOS

UNDERWEAR

FOR BEST CHOICE

SWEATERS, BLOUSES

NO REFUNDS

ETC.

NO EXCHANGES

ALL SALES FINAL

RAYON GABARDINE

9.00 A. M,

369 MAIN ST.

A Large Assortment

25c to $1.

ALL SALES FINAL

Values To $5.95
ALL

SLACKS
WEDNESDAY

NO LAY-A-WAYS

COLORS

SIZES TO 44 *

SAVITT’S, Inc.wiDNKDA¥
9.00 A. M.
"Style Without Extravagance"

ROCKLAND, ME.

